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Part I
Introduction

1

Introduction and Motivation

Machine Translation (MT) aims to translate text (or speech) in one language to another language by means of computer software. It is a very active research field of Computational
Linguistics which has been studied in many academic and industry labs over the world.
The variety of research problems, methods, and paradigms that have been proposed and
investigated over the last few decades is enormous. Most of the major Computational Linguistics and Natural Language Processing conferences have large MT-focused sections (e.g.,
ACL1 , Coling2 , EACL3 , NAACL4 , EMNLP5 , and IJCNLP6 ) and there are also several conferences where MT is the central topic (e.g., EAMT7 , AMTA8 , and MT Summit). MT is also a very
popular task in various public evaluation campaigns and shared tasks (e.g., WMT9 , IWSLP10 )
which actively contribute to the research in this field by providing common evaluation platforms for new methods, systems, and paradigms.
The research in MT has diversified and has been focusing on a wide range of sub-topics
which cover various kinds of related problems. One of them, Machine Translation Adaptation, represents the main topic of this thesis. It investigates methods to adapt MT systems to
specific domains and applications.

1.1

History of machine translation

The history of MT started soon after the development of the first electronic computers in 1940s
(Goldstine and Goldstine, 1946) and the beginning of the Cold War in 1947 which created a
demand for automated (mechanical) translation between Russian and English in the United
States and Soviet Union. The idea of MT based on information theory and code breaking
was first introduced by Warren Weaver in his Memorandum on Translation in 1949 (see, e.g.,
Weaver, 1955).
In 1950s, an active research on MT started at several US universities (e.g., MIT in Boston,
MA and Georgetown University in Washington, DC). The first systems were based on bilingual dictionaries and ad-hoc rules ensuring correct word order in the output. In 1954, the
Georgetown–IBM Experiment publicly demonstrated the feasibility of MT on translation from
Russian to English (Macdonald, 1954). The presented system was trivial – it exploited very
limited vocabulary and simple rules – but stimulated a major increase of funding of MT research mainly in the US, Japan, and Russia. In 1960, IBM provided the US Air Force (USAF)
with a technology to translate from Russian into English using a dictionary of 70 thousand
words. Later, MT became inspired by promising developments of formal grammar models
developed in Computational Linguistics.
In 1964, the so far bright atmosphere in MT changed and the research slowed down.
The US National Academy of Sciences formed the Automatic Language Processing Advisory
Committee to evaluate the progress of MT research (ALPAC, 1966) which concluded that MT
quality could not compete with human translation (MT was found to be slower, less accurate,
1
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and more expensive than human translation) and as a consequence, the US funding was substantially reduced. The report, later criticized as narrow, biased, and short-sighted (Slocum,
1985), had a negative impact in other countries too but the research did continue, e.g., in
Canada, France, and Germany, and several successful MT projects were realized during the
1970s (for a comprehensive overview see, e.g., Bruderer, 1977).
The first commercial MT company, Systran, was founded in 1968. From 1970, their
Russian–English system was used by the USAF Foreign Technology Division and during the
Apollo-Soyuz project in 1974–1975 by NASA. Since 1976, it had been also used by the Commission of the European Communities to translate their growing amounts of documentation,
first, between English and French (Toma, 1977), later, systems for other languages of European Communities were developed too. In 1976, Systran was employed by General Motors in
Canada to translate various manuals from English to French, and in 1978 by Xerox to translate
their technical documents into six languages (Slocum, 1985). Another successful system, METEO, developed at the Université de Montréal, had been used to translate weather forecasts
from English into French since 1977 (Thouin, 1982).
In 1980s, other commercial systems were brought on the market. Logos, originally employed by USAF to translate military equipment manuals from English to Vietnamese during
the war in Vietnam (Sinaiko and Klare, 1973), was later used by several multi-national organizations for German–English and German–French translations (e.g., Nixdorf, Hewlet Packard).
Metal originated at the University in Texas in 1960s focusing on German–English translation
using advanced linguistic methods (such as German analysis based on context-free grammars)
and features (Lehmann et al., 1981). In 1980, it was adopted by Siemens AG, further developed
(e.g., Thurmair, 1990) and commercialized. SPANAM was based on the research conducted at
the Georgetown University in 1960s and 1970s and internally developed by the Pan American
Health Organization to translate between Spanish and English. Several systems for English–
Japanese translation were also developed by Japanese computer companies (e.g., Sharp, NEC,
OKI). During 1980s, the research in MT focused on more advanced methods usually based on
indirect (interlingual) transfer using linguistic analysis and synthesis at various levels. The
most notable research projects of the period include SUSY (Maas, 1987), Mu (Tsujii, 1987),
GETA/Ariane (Guilbaud, 1987; Boitet, 1989), Eurotra (King, 1982), Rosetta (Appelo and Landsbergen, 1986), and DLT (Sadler, 1989).
In 1990s, the trends initiated in the previous era continued. MT technologies were used
in large organizations for translation of in-house-created documents. Software localization
industry working in the area of adaptation and translation of computer software and documentation for new markets became one of the major consumers of MT technologies. The
growth of the market with personal computers increased the sales of MT software for personal use and soon after the development of Internet technologies, MT became provided as
an on-line service for masses (e.g., Altavista Babelfish using the Systran technology, launched
in 1997). During this decade, the MT methods started to shift from rule-based to data-driven
which were based on exploitation of large parallel corpora (collections of texts and their translations). Those included example-based methods (Nagao, 1984) built on the idea of translation
by analogy (reusing previously translated phrases extracted from a parallel corpus) and statistical methods exploiting statistical models with parameters also estimated on parallel corpora.
The first fully statistical MT system Candide was developed in IBM (Berger et al., 1994). The
MT research focused also on speech translation which integrates speech recognition, translation, and speech synthesis, e.g., the Verbmobil project funded by the German government
(Kay et al., 1992).
Since 2000, the research has predominantly focused on the data driven methods, especially Statistical Machine Translation covering various approaches differing in the level of
4

linguistic information used (ranging from word-based, phrase-based, to syntax-bases). The
IBM word-based models were implemented in GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003), the phrase-based
translation in Pharaoh (Koehn, 2004a) and later in Moses (Koehn et al., 2007), currently the
state-of-the-art system which implements several different approaches also. The most influential commercial MT projects include: Google Translate and Microsoft Bing Translator, both
providing translation as a free service on the Internet.

1.2

Machine translation applications

The ultimate application of MT (and its long-term goal) is to take over the work of human
translators and produce high quality translations. The quality of MT has improved a lot over
the years, but due to the complexity of the task, MT still does not meet the quality requirements put on professional translation. In many areas, such as legal documents or drug information, where potential mistakes can seriously affect businesses or health, high translation
quality is absolutely essential and MT can not (yet) replace human-produced translation.
On the other hand, there are many areas and situations where the translation quality is
not that critical and MT can be successfully applied. One of them is on-line translation of web
pages in a language the user does not understand. In that case, it is not necessary to obtain
a perfect translation of the entire text, as long as the user finds what they searches for. This
task is often called gisting.
Despite its imperfection, MT has been successfully applied in professional tools for
Computer-Assisted Translation (CAT). Such tools support and facilitate the translation process performed by a human translator. Traditionally, the CAT tools were based on databases
of previously translated texts (translation memories) which, for a given input text, provided a
possible (rough) translation extracted from the database which must be edited by a human to
correct errors and improve the overall quality. Modern CAT tools provide the option to use
MT as an alternative to translation memories.
Another area of MT applications includes tasks where MT is not directly consumed by humans, rather it is fed into a subsequent algorithm solving a more complex task. One example
is Speech Translation where both the input and output are in a spoken form but in different
languages. This complex task includes speech recognition to convert the input speech in one
language into a sequence of words, machine translation to translate the string to the other
language, and speech synthesis to generate a spoken form of the translation. The overall quality of the output, of course, depends on the quality of the three steps and any imperfection in
MT is immediately apparent in the spoken output.
Another example, which is highly relevant to the work presented in this thesis, is CrossLingual Information Retrieval (CLIR), a subfield of information retrieval where the retrieved
information is in a language different from the language of a user’s query. For instance, the
query may be posed in English but retrieved documents written in French. Here, MT-based
techniques is used to map the query and/or documents into a common representation space,
typically one of the languages (either the query language or the document language). Often,
the MT output is not visible to the users, which has two advantages. First, the users are not
disappointed and distracted by (eventual) imperfect translation and, second, the translation
can be represented in a non-human-readable form, better suitable for the algorithms solving
the subsequent task (information retrieval).
5

1.3

Structure of the thesis

This thesis is devoted to adaptation of machine translation to specific domains and Applications. It consists of two parts. Part I presents the background and context for Part II which
contains a compilation of our selected publications from the area of MT and the topics of
this thesis. Section 1 in Part I introduces the research area, presents important milestones
from its history, and provide an overview of its practical applications. Section 2.2 is devoted
to Statistical Machine Translation (SMT), the prevailing paradigm of current MT approaches,
and reviews the fundamental principles and state-of-the art methods in this field which is used
in the work presented in this thesis. Section 2.4 is focused on the task of SMT adaptation. It
presents on overview of methods to adapt an existing SMT system to specific domains and
applications with a specific focus on the domain of medicine, which plays an important role
in our experiments. Section 3 then reviews the papers presented in Part II, summarizes their
content and main findings and puts them into context of each other. Section 4 concludes Part I
and provides some final remarks summarizing our work in this area.
The publications presented in Part II of this thesis are each a joint work of several people.
For all the papers, the author of this thesis is the main contributor to the presented work,
either as the main/first author of the publication or the leader/supervisor of the team that
co-authored the paper.

6

2

Background and Related Work

In this section, a theoretical background and an overview of work related to the papers presented later in this thesis is provided. We first describe the basic principles of Statistical
Machine Translation (SMT) with the main focus on phrase-based Statistical Machine Translation. Then, we introduce the area of adaptation of SMT and acquisition of domain-specific
data which plays an essential role in most of the domain-adaptation techniques. Finally, we
introduce the area of cross-lingual information retrieval, a specific application which exploits
SMT for translation of user search queries. In this section, a special attention is devoted to
the domain of medicine which is central in many of our experiments presented later.

2.1

Machine translation

Methods of Machine Translation can be structured into several basic groups:
Rule-based (RBMT) methods exploit a set of rules and dictionaries manually created by
language experts to map grammatical structures and lexical items from one language to another. Most of the early MT systems were based on this approach (e.g. Toma, 1977). The
manual labor involved in development of an RBMT system is quite substantial with a significant impact on translation quality of the output. Rule-based systems are found to be especially
effective in very limited domains (e.g. weather forecast, Thouin, 1982).
Example-based (EBMT) methods introduced by Nagao (1984) rely on a different type of
resources. Instead of applying the translation principles encoded in the rules and dictionaries,
they extract this knowledge from existing translations stored in a form of parallel texts. The
input is decomposed to phrases which are then translated by analogy to previous translations
found in the parallel texts. An overview of this area can be found, e.g., in Carl et al. (2004).
Statistical (SMT) methods also employ knowledge extracted from parallel texts, here in
a form of proper statistical models, which are directly used to generate the translations. This
paradigm is based on the idea of code breaking by Weaver (1955) motivated by Shannon’s
information theory (Shannon, 1948). Nowadays, it is the most widely studied approach to
machine translation (Koehn, 2010).
Hybrid methods are based on a combination of multiple approaches, typically rule-based
and statistical. Statistics is either used to smooth the output of a rule-based system (e.g., by
applying a language model), or rules are used to preprocess SMT input to better fit the translation process, or rules are used to postprocess the SMT output (e.g., by improving grammatical
agreement, Rosa, 2014).
Neural network (NMT) methods have been introduced to the MT area only recently
(Cho et al., 2014) but brought a radical change and diversification in MT research. These
methods employ (large) neural networks trained directly to produce translated texts. Several
configurations have been proposed and evaluated so far, mostly based on two recurrent neural
networks (one for encoding a source sentence into a fixed-length vector representation and
another network for decoding this representation into the target sentence), and in some cases
already achieve results comparable to the state of the art (Sutskever et al., 2014).
The research in the area of MT focuses also on another task, such as system combination
(Du and Way, 2009), exploiting comparable corpora (Munteanu and Marcu, 2002), incorporating linguistic information (Axelrod, 2006), and many others.
7

2.2

Statistical machine translation

Formally, SMT translates text according to the probability distribution p(e|f), where f is a
l
input sentence of lf words (tokens) in the source language (f = f1f ) and e is its output
translation into the target language (e = el1e ).
The two principal problems in this approach are: modeling – how to model and estimate
the probability distribution p(e|f), and decoding – how to find the optimal translation with
the highest probability. Formally, the decoding problem is defined in the following way:
ê = arg max p(e|f),
e∈e∗

(1)

where ê is the optimal translation and e∗ is the set of all sentences in the target language.
Naturally, a complete search through this set is intractable and must be solved by a heuristics
limiting the search space. Modelling p(e|f) can be approached in various ways. The standard
way is the (generative) noisy channel model which applies the Bayes Theorem and decompose
the conditional probability distribution into two independent components: translation model
(TM) and language model (LM):
p(e|f) =

p(f|e)p(e)
∝ p(f|e)p(e),
p(f)

(2)

where p(f|e) is the probability of the source string given the target string (translation model)
and p(e) is the probability of the target sentence irrespectively of the source sentence (language model). p(f) is constant and does not affect the maximisation. The decoding is then
converted into the following form:
ê = arg max p(f|e)p(e),
e∈e∗

(3)

The above transformation, however, does not alleviate the problems of modeling and
decoding: the translation search space does not change at all and instead of one conditional
distribution it is needed to estimate virtually the same (but inverse) translation model and a
language model. However, this decomposition allows to control two fundamental aspects of
translation: the translation model controls adequacy (correct lexical choice) and the language
model controls fluency (correct grammar) of the output. Moreover, language models have
been well studied and explored in other related areas (e.g., speech recognition, Jelinek, 1997)
and plenty of methods can be used “out-of-the-box” (e.g., n-gram models and smoothing,
Chen and Goodman, 1996). Using the chain rule, the language model is defined as:
p(e) = p(e1 ...ele ) =

le
∏

p(ei |e1 ...ei−1 ),

(4)

i=1

where le is the length of the sentence e and p(ei |e1 ...ei−1 ) is probability of single words
conditioned on their predecessors.
Estimating translation probability distributions for complete sentences is not feasible (no
corpus can include all possible sentences). Therefore, the problem is decomposed and sentences broken down into smaller parts, which occur more frequently and their probabilities
can be more reliably estimated. This can be approached in various ways: ranging from the
trivial word-based models (Och and Ney, 2003), through the most commonly used phrasebased models (Koehn et al., 2003), to more linguistically-motivated hierarchical and syntaxbased models (Chiang, 2005).
8

Word-based SMT
Word-based models of SMT were proposed by Brown et al. (1988) at IBM. They decompose
sentences into words and assume that one input word is typically translated as a single output
word; less frequently it can produce multiple words in the output or can be dropped out. The
IBM “model” is, in fact, a series of models with increasing complexity, starting with a simple
model only based on word (lexical) translation probability and further adding models for word
reordering. The original IBM Models 1–5 are described in Brown et al. (1993). The most simple
Model 1 defines the following probability distribution:
p(f, a|e) =

ϵ

lf
∏

(le + 1)lf

j=1

t(fj |ea(j) ),

(5)

where f is again the source sentence, e is the target sentence, a is the alignment function mapping (reordering) positions in the source sentence into the positions in the target sentence, lf
is the source sentence length, le is the target sentence length, ϵ is the normalization constant,
and finally t(fj |ei ) is a probability distribution of lexical translations between the source and
target language words on positions j and i = a(j), respectively. The translation probability
p(f|e) then considers all possible alignments:
∑
p(f|e) =
p(f, a|e),
(6)
a

which are for simplicity assumed to be equally possible so the probability p(f|e) is defined as:
p(f|e) =

ϵ

lf le
∏
∑

(le + 1)lf

j=1 i=1

t(fj |ei ).

(7)

Model 2 extends Model 1 by adding an explicit model for word alignment q(i|j, lf , le ):
p(f, a|e) = ϵ

lf
∏

t(fj |ea(j) )q(a(j)|j, lf , le ),

(8)

j=1

and the final translation model p(f|e) is then formulated as:
p(f|e) = ϵ

lf le
∏
∑

t(fj |ei )q(i|j, lf , le ).

(9)

j=1 i=1

The further IBM models gradually extend the previous ones. Model 3 adds a fertility
model for allowing one-to-many translations and insertions of words, Model 4 adds a relative
alignment model (also called reordering or distortion model) and Model 5 solves the problem
when multiple words can appear on the same position (this is, in reality, not possible but was
allowed in the previous models).
The IBM word-based models are trained from sentence-aligned parallel texts (sentences
paired with their translations) by the Expectation Maximization algorithm with alignment as
a hidden variable. The five models were implemented in a tool called GIZA (Al-onaizan et al.,
1999) and later in GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) – a open-source toolkit broadly used even
nowadays for finding word-alignments in parallel texts, which is also useful in more complex
phrase-based SMT. GIZA++ also implements Model 6, which combines Model 4 and a HMM
alignment model in a log-linear way. Several other enhancements of the IBM models were
proposed, such as the HMM model with relative distortion but not fertility (Vogel et al., 1996).
9

Decoding of word-based translation was implemented, e.g., in the ISI ReWrite Decoder
(Germann et al., 2001; Germann, 2003) which employs IBM Model 3 and the CMU-Cambridge
Statistical Language Modeling toolkit (Clarkson and Rosenfeld, 1997). The word-based models
were, however, soon surpassed by more advanced approaches based on phrase-based SMT.
Phrase-based SMT
The key assumption in word-based models that words can be translated one by one is too
simplifying in practice. Better candidates for units which can be translated one at a time are
sequences of words. This is the approach adopted in phrase-based models proposed by F.J.
Och (Och and Weber, 1998; Och et al., 1999) and well described in Koehn et al. (2003).
In phrase-based SMT, an input sentence f is segmented into I sequences of consecutive
words ēi (e = ēI1 ), called phrases (not necessarily linguistically adequate phrases). Each
phrase ēi is then translated into a target-language phrase f¯i which may be reordered with the
other translated phrases to produce an output f = f¯1I . The original phrase-based model for
p(f|e) is defined as:
I
∏
p(f|e) =
ϕ(f¯i |ēi )d(starti − endi−1 − 1),
(10)
i=1

where ϕ(f¯i |ēi ) is the phrase translation model estimated from relative counts of phrase pairs
detected in sentence-aligned parallel texts by word-alignment (obtained, e.g., by GIZA++),
alignment symmetrization, and phrase extraction algorithms (Och and Ney, 2003). d(x) is the
distortion (reordering) model based on relative distance: starti is the position of the first word
of the source phrase that translates to the i-th target phrase and endi is the position of the last
word of that target phrase. The reordering distance is then given as x = starti − endi−1 − 1.
The distortion model models probability distribution of that distance. It is not estimated from
data but rather set as an exponential cost function d(x) = α|x| with the parameter α ∈ [0, 1].
Together with the language model, the best translation is selected based on three models:
ê = arg max
e∈e∗

I
∏

ϕ(f¯i |ēi )

i=1

I
∏

d(starti − endi−1 − 1)

i=1

le
∏

p(ei |e1 ...ei−1 )

(11)

i=1

Och and Ney (2002) reformulated the original phrase-based model as log-linear model
which allows addition of new components (feature functions) and their weighting (by exponential parameters). The combination of the set of feature functions hi and their weights λi
is defined as:
n
n
∏
∑
ê = arg max
hi (e, f)λi = arg max
λi log hi (e, f).
(12)
e∈e∗

e∈e∗

i=1

i=1

The most popular implementation of this approach is called Moses (Koehn et al., 2007), also
used in the experiments presented in this thesis. It includes the following feature functions:
• reordering (distortion) model (h1 –h7 ) allowing the reordering of phrases in the input
sentences (e.g., distance-based and lexicalized reordering),
• language model (h8 ) ensuring that the translations are fluent,
• phrase translation model (h9 –h12 ) ensuring that the source and target phrases are good
translations of each other (e.g., direct and inverse phrase translation probability, direct
and indirect lexical weighting, and phrase penalty),
• phrase penalty (h13 ) controlling the number of phrases the translation consists of,
• word penalty (h14 ) preventing the translations from being too long or too short.
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The parameters (λi ) of the log-linear model have a significant influence on the overall
translation quality and require tuning. However, the optimal setting depends on the language
pair and data used to train the model components. A common solution to optimize weights of
the log-linear combination is Minimum Error Rate Training (MERT) proposed by Och (2003).
It automatically searches for the values that minimize a given error measure (or maximize a
given translation quality measure) on a development set of parallel sentences. Theoretically,
any automatic measure can be used for this purpose. The most commonly used one is BLEU
(Bilingual Evaluation Understudy, Papineni et al., 2002). In our work, we also experiment
with PER (Phrase Error Rate, Tillmann et al., 1997). The search algorithm is a specific type
of coordinate ascent method. It considers the n-best translation hypotheses for each input
sentence, updates the feature weight which is most likely to improve the objective and iterates
until convergence. Since the error surface is usually highly non-convex and the algorithm
cannot explore the whole parameter space, it can converge to a local maximum. However, in
practice, the obtained results are usually good (Bertoldi et al., 2009).
The entire search space for decoding in phrase-based SMT includes hypotheses formed
by all possible segmentations of a source sentence and all possible translations of each phrase
in these segmentations. For longer sentences, an exhaustive search through this space is not
feasible and heuristic approaches which prune the search space must be applied, e.g., the
greedy procedure employed by Germann et al. (2001) and Marcu and Wong (2002). The approach implemented in Moses is based on the beam-search algorithm originally proposed by
Jelinek (1997) for decoding in speech recognition. The algorithm generates (partial) translation hypotheses from left to right by exploring the space represented as a graph by expanding
the most promising nodes only (the cost is calculated for the already translated part of the
input sentence plus an estimation of the future cost of the untranslated part). This procedure
also allows to generate multiple best hypotheses (n-best lists).
Syntax-based SMT
Despite the word “phrase” in the title, the phrase-based SMT does not rely on linguistically defined phrases nor does it exploit any linguistic knowledge (except for information on
word boundaries). The translation unit in phrase-based models is a phrase, treated as a flat
sequence of words, translated into the target language also as a word sequence with no structure. Linguistically oriented approaches motivated by recursive structure (syntax) of language
have been adopted in several SMT paradigms: hierarchical phrase-based SMT (Chiang, 2005,
2007) based on Synchronous Context-Free Grammar (SCFG), treelet-based SMT (Quirk and
Menezes, 2006) with translations units as partial dependency trees, or deep-syntactic dependency trees (Žabokrtský et al., 2008). Hierarchical phrase-based models based on SCFG are
also implemented in Moses (Koehn et al., 2007). Syntax-based models, however, do not usually
outperform the phrase-based models.

2.3

Evaluation of machine translation

The problem of assessing the quality of MT output is crucial for measuring the quality of an
individual system and for comparing the quality of multiple systems. MT evaluation can be
done manually or automatically.
In manual evaluation, human annotators judge translation quality by scoring or ranking
an MT output. This is a time consuming and expensive process, often suffering from low
annotator agreement due to the subjectivity of the task. Manual MT evaluation campaigns
have been organized within the WMT workshop series (e.g., Bojar et al., 2013, 2014, 2015).
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In automatic evaluation, the MT output is automatically compared to a set of reference
translations with the idea that “the closer a machine translation is to a professional human
translation, the better it is” (Papineni et al., 2002). However, the quality of translation is highly
subjective and automatic evaluation can penalize translations which are completely valid but
differ from the reference. This can be addressed by providing multiple references for each
test sentence, but in practice the variety of valid translations can be very high. Another way
to diminish this problem is to increase the number of test cases and thus decrease the probability of penalizing valid translations. MT evaluation sets should therefore include several
thousands of test sentences.
A number of automatic evaluation metrics have been proposed and evaluated with respect to correlation with human judgments, e.g., within the Metrics Task of the WMT and
MetricsMATR workshop series (Callison-Burch et al., 2010; Macháček and Bojar, 2013, 2014;
Stanojević et al., 2015). All of them are based on measuring some kind of similarity or overlap
between the MT output and reference translations. The most commonly used ones include:
PER (Phrase Error Rate, Tillmann et al., 1997) and TER (Translation Error Rate, Snover et al.,
2006a) based on string edit distance, BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy, Papineni et al.,
2002) and NIST (Doddington, 2002) based on exact matching of n-grams, and METEOR (Metric
for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit ORdering, Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) and TERp
(Snover et al., 2008) based on matching of synonyms and short paraphrases. In this work,
due to the space limitation, BLEU is used as the main evaluation measure, which is broadly
accepted as the standard in this field. Other measures are reported in the referred papers to
provide a more detailed and complex view on the results.

2.4

Adaptation of statistical machine translation

Domain adaptation is one of the very active research field within SMT. As in any other machine learning tasks, the quality of SMT output strongly depends on training data. However,
not only the quantity but also the quality of parallel and monolingual training data is important for development of an SMT system. Unless the system is trained on data of the same
nature (distribution) as the test data, it is not guaranteed to perform optimally and produce
good translations. The most extensive and publicly available resources of SMT training data
include, for instance, parallel parliamentary proceedings (Europarl, Koehn, 2005 or Hansard,
Roukos et al., 1995), legislation documents (the JRC corpus, Steinberger et al., 2006), or news
stories (the Project Syndicate11 , Callison-Burch et al., 2012), which typically cover a wide
range of various different topics and are typically understood as general-domain data. Training resources for specific domains (in-domain data) are usually much scarcer or often not
available at all. Therefore, special domain adaptation techniques are applied to adapt an SMT
system trained on general-domain data to improve translation of text within a specific domain.
Three main research directions can be identified in SMT domain-adaptation depending
on the availability of domain-specific data. First, if any in-domain data is available, it can be
directly used to improve the SMT system by combining the in-domain with out-of-domain
resources for training. Second, if in-domain data exists but is not readily available, one may
attempt to acquire domain-specific data from available domain-specific sources (e.g., from
comparable corpora). Third, if in-domain data sources cannot be identified, one may attempt
to extract pieces of in-domain data from larger general-domain (or mixed-domain) sources.
The initial attempts to perform domain adaptation were based on exploitation of existing
in-domain parallel and monolingual data. The first such experiments were probably carried
out by Langlais (2002), who integrated in-domain lexicons in the translation model. Wu and
11
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Wang (2004) then used in-domain data to improve word alignment in the training phase. Other work focused on mixture modeling where separate models were trained for individual data
sets (e.g., in-domain and out-of-domain) and interpolated. This technique has been applied
to language models (Koehn and Schroeder, 2007) as well as translation models (Nakov, 2008;
Sanchis-Trilles and Casacuberta, 2010; Bisazza et al., 2011). The different models can be combined by linear or log-linear interpolation (Foster and Kuhn, 2007; Banerjee et al., 2011). The
interpolation parameters can be optimized, e.g., by minimization of the model perplexity on
a development set (Sennrich, 2012) or maximization of an evaluation metric (Haddow, 2013).
Several methods have been proposed for the situation when existing amounts of indomain SMT training data are not sufficient or not existing at all. For example, (Munteanu and
Marcu, 2005; Tanaka, 2002; Hewavitharana and Vogel, 2013) mined in-domain sentence pairs
from comparable corpora (texts that are not strictly parallel but on the same topic). Daumé
III and Jagarlamudi (2011) used a domain-specific comparable corpora to extract translation
of Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) terms to reduce their rate. Dong et al. (2015) extracted parallel
lexicons (dictionaries) from comparable corpora. In the work presented in this thesis, indomain training data (parallel and monolingual) is mined from the web and used for parameter optimization to improve language and translation models (Pecina et al., 2011, 2012a). An
interesting idea was explored by Bertoldi and Federico (2009), who created synthetic parallel
training data from in-domain monolingual data.
The selection of pseudo in-domain data is another technique to obtain training data for
domain-adaptation. It is based on the idea that a sufficiently broad general-domain (mixeddomain) corpus will include sentences that resemble the target domain. Eck et al. (2004b)
presented such a technique for adapting the language model. Hildebrand et al. (2005) extended this approach to the translation model. Foster et al. (2010) weighted phrase pairs from
out-of-domain corpora according to their relevance to the target domain. Moore and Lewis
(2010) used difference of cross-entropy given an in-domain model and general-domain model to filter monolingual data for language modeling. Axelrod et al. (2011) applied this idea
to filter parallel training data. Banerjee et al. (2013) extended the cross-entropy approach
by combining this score with scores based on quality estimation. Toral (2013) then exploited
linguistic units (lemmas and part-of-speech) instead of surface forms to perform the selection.
The 2012 JHU Summer Workshop (Carpuat et al., 2012) focused on the issues in domainspecific MT. They studied the use of phrase-sense disambiguation to model domain content in
domain-specific SMT and found that it can successfully model lexical choice across domains.
Genre adaptation is related to domain adaptation. While domain adaptation mainly deals
with the problem of lexical coverage (lack of domain-specific terminology), genre adaptation
is concerned with changes in syntax and style, which have become very common and diverse
in modern means of communication, such as SMS messages, Internet chats, discussion forums,
and social network communication (e.g., unusual sentence length, ungrammatical constructions, missing punctuation, letter casing). Some recent work in this area has focused on SMT
adaptation to genres such as patents and patent applications (Ceausu et al., 2011), short text
messages (Callison-Burch et al., 2011), user-generated forum content (Banerjee et al., 2012),
public conference talks (Bisazza and Federico, 2012), and movie subtitles (Fishel et al., 2012).
The methods used in those works are generally similar to domain adaptation techniques.
2.4.1

SMT in the medical domain

From the MT point of view, medicine is a resource-rich domain, both in terms of available
texts (document collections) and terminology lexicons (code sets, classifications), and MT has
been applied to medical texts a number of times. We review some papers published recently.
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Eck et al. (2004a) trained an SMT system for the translation of dialogues between doctors and patients and showed that a dictionary extracted from the Unified Medical Language
System (UMLS) Metathesaurus and its semantic type classification (U.S. National Library of
Medicine, 2009) can significantly improve translation quality from Spanish to English (measured by standard automatic evaluation metrics BLEU and NIST). Wu et al. (2011) analyzed
MT quality of their SMT system and Google Translate applied to PubMed12 document titles
and studied whether it was sufficient for patients. The conclusions were very positive especially for languages with large training resources (English, Spanish, German). They manually
evaluated the fluency and adequacy and the average scores were above four on a five-point
scale. In automatic evaluation, their systems substantially outperform Google Translate. The
findings of Costa-jussà et al. (2012) were not so positive regarding the quality of SMT in the
medical domain. They analyzed and evaluated the quality of public web-based MT systems
(such as Google Translate) and concluded that in both automatic and manual evaluation (reported for the total of 7 language pairs), the performance of these systems was still not good
enough to be used in daily routines of medical doctors in hospitals. Jimeno Yepes et al. (2013)
proposed a method for obtaining in-domain parallel corpora by extracting titles and abstracts
of publications from the MEDLINE13 database. The acquired data contained from 30,000 to
130,000 sentence pairs (depending on the language pair) and was used as additional training
data for SMT training which significantly improved the translation quality compared to a
baseline trained without these resources.

2.5

Domain-specific data acquisition

As discussed in the previous section, many of the domain adaptation techniques rely on availability of domain-specific data, parallel for training the translation model and monolingual for
training the language model. Such data is often very scarce or not available at all. A unique
source of such resources for many domains is the web. Its content is often publicly available
to download and offers a great source of data (text). In this work, we are mainly interested in
acquisition of monolingual and parallel data in specific domains. In this section, we review
automatic acquisition methods of such resources.

Domain-focused web crawling for monolingual texts
Web crawling is usually defined as an automatic and repetitive process of traveling through
the World Wide Web by extracting links from already fetched web pages and adding them
to the list of pages to be visited. The initializations (setting seed URLs) and selection of the
next link to be followed is a key challenge for the evolution of the crawl and is tied to the
goal of the process. A crawler that aims to build domain-specific web collections (Qin and
Chen, 2005) must prioritize which pages to visit (to discover domain-specific texts). Several
generic algorithms have been exploited for selecting the most promising links. The Best-First
algorithm (Cho et al., 1998) sorted the links with respect to their relevance scores and selects
a predefined amount of them as the seeds for the next crawling cycle. The PageRank (Brin
and Page, 1998) algorithm exploits the “popularity” of a web page, i.e., the probability that
a random crawler will visit that page at any given time, instead of its relevance. Dziwiński
and Rutkowska (2008); Gao et al. (2010) conditioned the selection of the next links to follow
by the distance between relevant pages (i.e., the number of links the crawler must follow in
order to visit a particular page starting from another relevant page). A general framework
12
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which defines crawling tasks of variable difficulty and fairly evaluates focused crawling algorithms under a number of performance metrics (precision and recall, relevance, algorithmic
efficiency, etc.) was proposed by Srinivasan et al. (2005).
The basic assumption in domain-focused web crawling is that relevant pages are more
likely to contain links to more pages in the same domain. Classification of web pages as
relevant or not relevant is then the key to discover domain-relevant material. Qi and Davison
(2009) reviewed various features and algorithms used previously to solve this task. Most
of the reviewed algorithms apply supervised machine-learning methods on feature vectors
consisting of on-page features, such as textual content and HTML tags (Yu et al., 2004). Many
algorithms exploit additional information contained in web pages, including anchor text of
hyperlinks. Some methods adopt the assumption that neighboring pages are likely to be in
the same domain (Menczer, 2005).
A crucial step in producing good-quality language resources from the web is boilerplate
removal, e.i. removal of parts of the web page which are of only limited or no value (Kilgarriff and Grefenstette, 2003). Boilerplate usually includes navigation links, advertisements,
disclaimers, repeated headers and footers, etc. Several methods have been employed for this
task. A review of cleaning methods is presented, e.g., in Spousta et al. (2008). Our own
approach, based on sequence labeling with Conditional Random Fields (Marek et al., 2007),
placed first in the Cleaneval competition organized in 2007 in Belgium14 .
To give a few examples of existing tools, one could mention, e.g., the WebBootCat toolkit
(Baroni et al., 2006) which harvests domain-specific data from the web by querying search
engines with tuples of in-domain terms and Combine15 – an open-source focused crawler
based on a combination of a general web crawler and a topic classifier.
Domain-focused web crawling for parallel texts
Parallel text acquisition from the web is even more challenging than crawling for monolingual
data. Despite the fact that many websites are nowadays multilingual, it is difficult to discover such pages in an automatic fashion and mine parallel texts from their content. Several
complete systems have been developed so far.
Systems such as PTMiner (Nie et al., 1999) and WeBiText (Désilets et al., 2008) exploited
structural similarity of website pages and filtered the fetched web pages by keeping only those
containing language markers in their URLs. Resnik and Smith (2003) presented the STRAND
system where a search engine was used to search for multilingual websites and potentially
parallel pages were identified based the similarity of the HTML structures of the fetched web
pages. Parallel Text Identification System developed by Chen et al. (2004) incorporated a
content analysis module using a predefined bilingual wordlist. Similarly, Zhang et al. (2006)
adopted a naive aligner in order to estimate the content similarity of candidate parallel web
pages. Bitextor developed by Esplà-Gomis and Forcada (2010) combined language identification with shallow features (file size, text length, tag structure, and list of numbers in a web
page) to mine parallel pages from multilingual sites that have been already been stored locally
with the HTTrack16 website copier. Barbosa et al. (2012) crawled the web and examined the
HTML DOM tree of visited web pages with the purpose of detecting multilingual websites
based on the collation of links that are very likely to point to in-site pages in different languages. Once a multilingual site is detected, they use an intra-site crawler and alignment
procedures to harvest parallel text for multiple pairs of languages.
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2.6

Cross-lingual information retrieval

Information Retrieval (IR) is the task of finding material that satisfies an information need
(Manning et al., 2008). Typically, the material is in a form of textual documents in one language (e.g., web pages), the collections are large (e.g., web-scale), and the information need
is specified as a written query. This task has been studied for several decades now. The first
attempts to design “auto-indexing” machines appeared in 1950’s (Mooers, 1950), but the task
has evolved into a broad research field dealing with a range of tasks and problems. CrossLingual Information Retrieval (CLIR) is a subfield of IR, where the documents are in a language different from the language of the user’s query.
This “incompatibility” of languages is generally dealt with by either translating queries
into the language of the documents, or translating the documents into the language of queries.
An alternative approach is to translate both queries and documents into a common semantic
representation which is language-independent (e.g., Ruiz et al., 1999; Blei et al., 2003). Our
work presented in this thesis follows the option of translating queries rather than documents.
For thorough and recent overviews of the research in this field we refer to Nie (2010), Peters
et al. (2012), or Zhou et al. (2012).
Over the years, the translation methods for CLIR moved from dictionary-based techniques employing machine-readable bilingual dictionaries to map the query language onto
the language of documents (e.g. Ballesteros and Croft, 1998; Maeda et al., 2000; Gao and Nie,
2006), over methods trying to mine query translations from parallel or comparable corpora
(Nie et al., 1999; Talvensaari et al., 2007; Azarbonyad et al., 2012), to approaches based on
proper SMT models (Zhou et al., 2012, pp. 23–24), often relying on third-party solutions or
public on-line services.
The major issues in query translation are ambiguity (in both the source language and the
target language) and low coverage (Zhou et al., 2012). To alleviate the problem of ambiguity,
Pirkola (1998) proposed structured query translation with a synonym operator to group the
translation alternatives for individual words. Darwish and Oard (2003) extended his work by
weighting the translation candidates by translation probabilities. Federico and Bertoldi (2002)
employed a query-translation model based on a Hidden Markov Model and a language-model
based query-document model within a single statistical framework. Integration of the two
models is ensured over the weighted n-best list of possible query translations.
Low coverage (i.e., handling OOV words during translation) has been addressed, e.g.,
by stemming (Oard et al., 2001), which is a standard method used in MT as well as in IR to
effectively cluster words by removing their inflectional and derivational affixes, or lemmatization, which substitutes word forms by their canonical variants (see comparison in Hollink
et al., 2004). Another approach is based on query expansion, which enriches the query with
synonymous or related expressions. It can be easily achieved by a widely-used approach
known as pseudo-relevance (Attar and Fraenkel, 1977), where the query in the source language is used to retrieve the top-ranked documents from the collection in the same language
and highly weighted terms extracted from these documents (which are assumed to be related)
are added to the original query. This technique was applied to CLIR, e.g., by Ballesteros and
Croft (1997), where the expansion was performed also on the target side (which aimed at
mitigating the effects caused by picking wrong translation alternatives).
Magdy and Jones (2011) proposed an interesting application of stopword removal, a
technique commonly used in IR but rarely performed in MT. Prepositions, articles, pronouns,
conjunctions, and other similar words are typically not indexed in IR and thus can be discarded
in the queries. They removed stopwords from the MT training data (and performed stemming)
and showed significant speed-up of the translation process in their CLIR setup.
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IR and CLIR in the medical domain
The CLIR experiments presented in this thesis were conducted on data from the medical domain. Most previous works in this area take the advantage of the existence of the UMLS
Metathesaurus U.S. National Library of Medicine (2009) of medical terminology, which is
used as the main source of cross-lingual medical knowledge.
The earliest work (Eichmann et al., 1998) employed UMLS to translate queries in Spanish
and French into English. Their MT approach was very trivial, based on full or partial phrase
match, dictionary-based look-up, and adding the source language query terms. Pirkola (1998)
evaluated his structured queries on data from the medical domain too. He built a Finnish–
English health dictionary containing more than 60 thousand entries and showed that CLIR
systems based on dictionary-based translation could achieve the performances of a monolingual system. Volk et al. (2002) matched UMLS terms and their semantic relations in queries
and documents and reported a performance improvement in monolingual and cross-lingual
setting. Rosemblat et al. (2003) used medical queries from the Clinical Trials website17 to
compare two main approaches in CLIR (query translation and document translation). The
reported results favored the former approach. Tran et al. (2004) compared a simple UMLSbased translation and hybrid translation combining pattern-based module with morphological
and syntactic conversion rules. They showed that a combination of the two systems outperformed these systems employed independently. Déjean et al. (2005) used bilingual lexicons
automatically extracted from parallel and comparable corpora to enrich standard resources
(such as UMLS) and reported that such improved lexicons also improve performance in the
medical CLIR. Markó et al. (2005); Markó et al. (2007) in their multilingual retrieval system
for medical documents followed the approach of translating both queries and documents into a morpho-semantic representation. They employed a dictionary constituting equivalence
classes of morpho-semantically minimal units. The system outperformed other IR and CLIR
approaches mainly for languages such as German, where decompouding words into smaller
lexical units has a great potential to improve IR performance.
Both IR and CLIR in the medical domain have traditionally been a subject of various
shared tasks and evaluation campaigns. The first such an activity was OHSUMED organized
in 1994 (Hersh et al., 1994). Their test collection contained around 350,000 abstracts taken from 270 medical journals over a five-year period (1987–1991) and topics created in two
ways: queries constructed manually without any formal restrictions and queries based on the
controlled vocabulary thesaurus of the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) (Rogers, 1963).
Another shared task related to the medical domain, the TREC Genomics Track (Roberts
et al., 2009), ran between 2003 and 2007 and included several task (ranging from ad-hoc retrieval to document categorization, passage retrieval, and entity-based question-answering).
The test collection comprised genomics-related publications from medical journals and clinical reports. The TREC Medical Records Track ran in 2011 and 2012 (Voorhees and Tong, 2011).
The test collection contained anonymized medical records and the queries were resembled eligibility criteria of clinical studies. The goal of the task was to find patient cohorts that are
relevant to the given criteria.
The CLEF eHealth series has been running since 2013 (Suominen et al., 2013; Goeuriot
et al., 2014; Palotti et al., 2015). The test collection for 2013–2015 comprised about 1 million pages crawled from English medical websites. The IR tasks focused on queries posed by
laypeople searching the web for medical information. In addition to the standard monolingual
task, the campaign recently provided non-English queries to be used in a cross-lingual setting.
This test collection was also used in the CLIR experiments described in this thesis.
17
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3

Overview of Results

This section provides an overview of our own contribution to the area of SMT adaptation to
specific domains and applications. It is divided into subsections, each focusing on a particular
piece of our research and referring (in bold) to the papers presented in Part II of this thesis. In
each subsection, we describe the main content of a particular paper(s), put it into the context
of our other work, present the main results, and summarize the findings and conclusions.

3.1

Web-crawling of resources for domain-adaptation (Pecina et al., 2011, 2012a)

Pecina et al. (2011) was our first contribution to SMT domain-adaptation, shortly followed by
Pecina et al. (2012a), which extended the work presented in the earlier paper. The research
was conducted with cooperation with ILSP (Institute for Language and Speech Processing,
Athens, Greece) within the Panacea project18 (Bel et al., 2012) and focused on acquisition of
domain-specific data from the web (monolingual as well as parallel). The evergrowing web
provides vast amounts of texts in various languages and domains and as such, it is a convenient source of data for domain adaptation of SMT. Within the Panacea project, a method
to web-crawl monolingual and parallel data from specific domains was developed and applied to the domains of labor legislation (lab) and environment (env) and two language pairs:
English–French (EN–FR) and English–Greek (EN–EL).
The selection of the domains of labor legislation and environment was motivated by the
Panacea’s grant provider – the two domains are examples of important topics in the context
of the European Union. The language selection was also well thought-out. It covers two
conditions which can occur in a real-world situation. English and French are relatively similar
languages (translation is easier) with a lot of existing language resources. For such a language
pair, not only is translation easier per se, but the methods can also benefit from using larger
data. English and Greek, on the contrary, are more “distant” (translation is harder) and lessresourced, which, in combination, poses a greater challenge to our task. The two domains
and two language pairs formed the total of eight evaluation scenarios (translation in both
directions, from English and to English) which can well cover possible use cases in practice.
The crawling procedure applied in the two papers operated with a queue initialized by
several manually specified “seed” URLs for each domain and language. Such URLs can be
identified either from manually maintained resources, such as the Open Directory Project19
(which was exploited to get the list of relevant URLs for the env domain), or they can be
obtained using web search engines to retrieve URLs of websites found for queries containing
domain-specific keywords (which was done to collect the seed URLs for the lab domain).
The crawling algorithm then retrieved the URLs from the queue and classified them to be indomain or not, based on occurrence of predefined domain-specific keywords. The keywords
were extracted from the multilingual Eurovoc thesaurus20 . The in-domain pages were stored
and links appearing in those pages were inserted in the queue. The algorithm continued until
the queue was empty. The data was then cleaned and normalized. Duplicities were removed
and parallel pages detected by Bitextor (Esplà-Gomis and Forcada, 2010) and parallel sentences
extracted by Hunalign (Varga et al., 2005).
The entire data acquisition workflow (for parallel data) is visualized in Figure 1. It was
implemented as an easy-to-use web service ready to be employed in industrial scenarios. It
requires only limited human intervention for constructing the domain definition and the list
18
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Figure 1: A schema of the workflow of parallel data web-crawling (Pecina et al., 2015).
of seed URLs, which can easily be tweaked and tuned to acquire texts with a high accuracy
of 94% (manually evaluated on a sample of data). The initial phase up to the detection of
duplicate documents was designed by ISLP, the remaining parts by our team.
The acquired parallel data was initially used to produce development and test sets for
the two domains and two language pairs. The procedure included automatic cleaning and
alignment at sentence level. The data was then sampled for sentence pairs which were manually validated and corrected to obtain reliable data for tuning and testing translation quality
of MT systems. The development data sets contained 500–1,400 sentence pairs (depending
of language) and the test data set consisted of 2,000 sentence pairs for each language pair.
The monolingual data obtained by the procedure was used as additional training data for
adaptation of language model (LM). It consisted of about 1 million words per language.
In the initial experiments, the acquired development data was used for parameter optimization of an SMT system and the monolingual data for its language model adaptation. This
was based on joining general-domain and domain-specific data into a single training set and
alternatively to train an additional language model which was then combined with the baseline general-domain model using the log-linear combination during decoding. The baseline
general-domain systems were trained on data extracted from the Europarl corpus (Koehn,
2005) and the baseline BLEU scores ranged from 20 to 31, depending on the domain and language pair (see Table 1, column denoted as baseline). The initial adaptation experiments (indomain tuning, LM adaptation) showed a substantial improvement of the translation quality
in all the evaluation scenarios (combination of the two domains and two language pairs in
both directions created eight evaluation scenarios in total). In terms of automatic evaluation
(measured by BLEU), the overall effect of using in-domain data was up to 48% relative compared to the unadapted baselines. Most of the improvement was caused by in-domain tuning,
LM adaptation did not bring any large additional improvement, mostly because of the limited
amounts of the in-domain monolingual data.
Based on those results, the data acquisition procedure was applied to acquire larger
amounts of in-domain data to allow deeper analysis of its effect on LM and TM adaptation.
The experiments published in Pecina et al. (2012a) were conducted on the same domains and
language pairs using the same test sets as in Pecina et al. (2011). The monolingual crawling
procedure was running, on average, for 50 hours per language and domain. In total, it visited
approximately 750 thousand pages, 1/4 of them were classified as in-domain and 1/3 out of
those were discarded because of being duplicates. The remaining pages contained about 25
million pieces of text (paragraphs), out of which, 23% where removed because of being boilerplate and additional 14% because of being duplicates. Finally, the total amount of monolingual
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direction

dom

English–French

env
lab
env
lab
env
lab
env
lab

French–English
English–Greek
Greek–English
Average

baseline
BLEU
28.03
22.26
31.79
27.00
20.20
22.92
29.23
31.71

development
BLEU ∆%
35.81 27.8
30.84 35.6
39.04 22.5
33.52 23.7
26.18 29.1
28.79 25.7
34.15 16.8
37.55 18.4
25.5

monolingual
BLEU ∆%
39.23 40.0
34.00 52.7
40.57 27.6
38.07 41.0
32.06 58.7
33.59 46.6
36.93 26.3
40.17 26.7
40.0

parallel
BLEU ∆%
40.53 44.6
39.55 77.7
42.23 32.8
44.14 63.5
33.83 67.5
33.54 46.3
39.13 33.9
40.44 27.5
49.2

both
BLEU ∆%
40.72 45.3
39.35 76.8
42.17 32.7
43.85 62.4
34.50 70.8
33.71 47.1
39.18 34.0
40.33 27.2
49.5

Table 1: BLEU scores obtained by domain adaptation of the baseline systems by exploiting indomain resources: development data, monolingual training data, parallel training data, both
monolingual and parallel training data. ∆% denotes relative improvements over the baseline.

data acquired ranged from 15 million to 45 million words depending on language and domain
(English/French was richer, Greek less-resourced, as expected). As for parallel data, about
250 thousand to 700 thousand words per language pair was collected.
Those amounts of data allowed us to perform several interesting experiments. The main
results are presented in Table 1. Language model adaptation using larger amounts of indomain training data (LM adaptation only) can improve translation quality by a surprising
difference (Table 1, column monolingual). Such data, of course, do not reduce OOV rates of
the systems or introduce new translation options of known words, however, it can contribute
to better estimations of language model probabilities of phrases consisting of known words
which then help to select better translation variants during decoding. The average relative
increase of BLEU obtained by LM adaptation via mixing the in-domain and general-domain
data was about 14.5% relative compared to the in-domain tuned systems using the baseline
models only. In comparison with the baseline, this gain was 40.0% relative on average. Not
surprisingly, a larger improvement was also observed after exploiting the parallel data (TM
adaptation only). Here, the trivial adaptation method which mixed the in-domain data with
the general-domain sets were employed and single translation models were trained (Table 1,
column parallel). The average increase of BLEU scores was 49.2% relative compared to the
baseline and about 23.8% relative compared to the in-domain tuned systems using the baseline models only. To provide a complete picture, a fully adapted system was also trained using
both general-domain and domain-specific sets of parallel and monolingual data (mixed) and
tuned on the corrected in-domain development sets (Table 1, column both). In most scenarios, the difference of results of these systems compared to the TM-adapted systems were not
statistically significant (measured by the test described in Koehn, 2004b, p=0.05).
Conclusions
Overall, the experiments proved that domain-focused web-crawling is an efficient way of
acquisition of domain-specific data which can be effectively used for domain adaptation of
SMT. Even very small amounts of in-domain parallel data (as few as 500 sentence pairs) can
be used as development data to tune the system parameters. Additional parallel training
data can improve the translation models. If in-domain parallel data is not available at all, a
general-domain system can benefit from using additional in-domain monolingual data but
larger amounts (tens of millions of words) are needed to obtain a substantial improvement.
The effect of LM adaptation and TM adaptation, however, did not add up in single systems
combining both types of in-domain resources (parallel and monolingual data).
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dev

test

gen
gen
gen
env
gen
lab
gen med
Average

English–French
BLEU
∆%
49.12
0.00
28.03 −42.94
22.26 −54.68
12.32 −74.92
−57.51

French–English
BLEU
∆%
57.00
0.00
31.79 −44.23
27.00 −52.63
15.33 −73.11
−56.65

English–Greek
BLEU ∆%
42.24
0.00
20.20 −52.18
22.92 −45.74
8.96 −78.79
−58.90

Greek–English
BLEU ∆%
44.15
0.00
29.23 −33.79
31.71 −28.18
14.79 −66.50
−42.82

Table 2: Translation quality (in BLEU) of systems tuned on general-domain and tested on
specific domains (env, lab, med) compared with the test results on general domain (gen).
∆% indicates the relative change with respect to the generel-domain test set.

3.2

Parameter tuning for domain-adaptation (Pecina et al., 2012b)

The follow-up paper (Pecina et al., 2012b) concentrated on the scenario where a generaldomain MT system needs to be adapted to a specific domain for which the only available indomain resource is very limited amounts of parallel data or no in-domain data at all. In such a
situation, the system can be adapted by tuning its parameters (i.e., weights of the underlying
log-linear model) which can be realized in several approaches: proper in-domain tuning (using available data as development sets), cross-domain tuning (using development data from
other domains) or no tuning at all. The experiments described in the paper were performed
on the two domains as in the previous publications (labor legislation and environment) and
for the first time, the experiments were conducted on the medical domain. The language pairs
were the same (English–French and English–Greek). This formed 12 evaluation scenarios in
total: three domains and four translation directions.
First, we confirmed the results from the previous papers, that systems trained and tuned
on general domain perform poorly on specific domains, also on the medical domain (even
in a larger extent). In general, this observation was not very surprising, similar results were
already reported before (e.g., by Wu et al., 2008; Banerjee et al., 2010) but our results were
very consistent in all evaluation scenarios and the amount of loss was unexpected. Overall,
on average, the relative decrease was 54% (in terms of BLEU). In some scenarios, the relative
decrease was as high as 75% and 78% (English–French and English–Greek translation in the
medical domain, respectively). In absolute figures, the BLEU scores dropped from 49.12 to
12.32 for English–French and from 42.24 to 8.96 for English–Greek (the complete results for all
the 12 scenarios are shown in Table 2.) This clearly confirmed certain overfitting to the domain
of the training and tuning data. The magnitude of the drop correlates with the perplexity of
the source side of the test data given the source side of the training data. The lower perplexity
(better fit), the higher BLEU (better translation), see Figure 2. This can be potentially used to
predict translation quality. The experiments also confirmed findings from the previous papers
on the new domain (medicine): in-domain tuning (i.e., when parameters of systems trained
on general domain are optimized on specific target domain data) can recover a great amount
of the loss. The BLEU scores raised by 33% relative on average (comparing general-domain
tuned vs. in-domain tuned systems tested on the specific domain test sets). On the medical
domain, the scores raised from 12.32 to 18.47 for English–French and from 8.96 to 14.57 for
English–Greek, for instance.
The observed improvements are in MT experimentation immense, especially given the
fact that, the only change of the system is in parameter setting, which is obtained using a
very small data set. In the paper (Pecina et al., 2012b), we provided an explanation how and
why this is effective: A system trained, tuned and tested on general domain tends to prefer
long and few phrases in the output translations and therefore underperforms when tested
on specific domains where the (longer) test set phrases do not occur in the training data
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Figure 2: Perplexity (PPL) of the source side of the test data versus BLEU scores of the corresponding systems tuned on general-domain development data.

frequently (the average phrase length in these scenarios was 2.3 words and the distribution
almost uniform). By contrast, the same systems, i.e., trained on general domain, but tuned
on specific-domain data form output translations from shorter and larger number of phrases
(the average phrase length was 1.8 words, and extremely skewed towards the short end),
allow more reordering (evident from the higher weights of the reordering model features)
and perform significantly and consistently better on the specific-domain data. In a sense, this
is natural: substantial divergence between test and training data means that in particular long
and potentially high quality phrase pairs obtained in training may no longer be applicable to
the test data and that this divergence can only be bridged by smaller translation units and
more flexible combination.
In another (also common) scenario when no in-domain data is available for parameter
tuning, a possible solution is skipping tuning, i.e., using the default model parameters. This
performed surprisingly well. This approach is recommended to be preferred over generaldomain tuning to avoid overfitting, especially if the training and test domain differ substantially (which can be measured again by cross-perplexity of the test data and the training data).
Another possible solution is cross-domain tuning, i.e., using development data from a different domain. For instance, for an English–Greek translation in the medical domain there was
no difference when the system was tuned on either medical, labor-legislation or environment
data (always around 37.55 BLEU). This approach has the effect of disassembling the original
general-domain system towards shorter phrases and it does not make matter much which
different development set to use.
Further, analysis of learning curves of various tuning processes was conducted. In the
previous experiments, the size of the development sets ranged between 500 and 2,000 depending on their availability for each language pair. In learning curve analysis experiments,
the size of the development sets varied from zero (this corresponds to skipping tuning) up
to the maximum and measured the translation quality of the tuned systems (again in terms
of BLEU). The results showed that decent-quality in-domain tuning of the general-domaintrained systems required about 100–200 sentence pairs only, the gain obtained from using
more data was negligible. The results are depicted in Figure 3 and are quite encouraging, as
in-domain tuning yields the best results and requires relatively small amounts of parallel data.
The development sets of more than 400–600 sentence pairs do not improve translation quality
at all but at the same time additional tuning data does not actively degrade performance so
there is no need to reduce the size of the tuning set either.
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Figure 3: Translation quality of French–English MT systems tuned/tested on data from different domains and of varying size.
Conclusions
The main findings of the paper (Pecina et al., 2012b) came from the analysis of parameter
tuning for specific domains and were formulated as guidelines for its effective solutions, including in-domain tuning, cross-domain tuning and skipping tuning to avoid overfitting. The
acquired corpora are available from ELRA21 under reference numbers ELRA-W0057 – ELRAW0058 and ELRA-W0063 – ELRA-W0068.

3.3

Domain-adaptation using web-crawled data (Pecina et al., 2015)

Our overall effort in SMT domain-adaptation using web-crawled data culminated in Pecina
et al. (2015) which reviewed the data acquisition methods and significantly extended the MT
adaptation part. It provided more details of the experiments, full results, and a more thorough
analysis and description of our findings. The test data scenarios included the environment and
labor legislation domains and the English–French and English–Greek language pairs in both
translation directions.
In the first part of the paper, we reviewed the web-crawling procedure and provided some
additional measurements and analysis. (e.g., precision of visited pages classified as in-domain
during crawling, which was estimated around 20%, i.e., 20% of visited pages were classified as
in-domain, stored, and the outgoing hyperlinks followed). The second part was focused on the
domain adaptation methods and compared various approaches including the state-of-the-art
methods for adaptation of language models and translation models which further improved
our best results from the previous work. Compared to the previous papers, the translation
quality evaluation in this work is conducted on tokenized and lowercased translations to avoid
any bias caused by recasing and detokenization. The main contribution can be split into the
areas described below.
Correction of development data
In the initial experiment, the practical need to correct development data acquired by automatic
webcrawling was assessed. In all the experiments presented earlier, the in-domain development data sets were automatically extracted from the webcrawls and then underwent manual
21
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1. perfect translation
2. minor corrections done
3. major corrections needed
4. misaligned sentence pair
5. wrong domain
Total

EN–EL/env EN–FR/lab
53.49
72.23
34.15
21.99
3.00
0.33
5.09
1.58
4.28
3.86
100.00
100.00

Table 3: Statistics (%) of manual correction of sentences from the web-crawled parallel data.
checking and corrections. The automatic acquisition procedure can not guarantee a good
translation quality in any sense and if it is suboptimal it might have a negative impact on the
tuning procedure. During the manual corrections, it was observed that 53–72% of sentence
pairs were accurate translations (no corrections needed), 22–34% pairs needed only minor
corrections, 1–3% would require major corrections, 2–5% of sentence pairs were misaligned
and would have had to be translated completely, and about 4% of the sentence pairs were
clearly from a different domain. See Table 3 for detailed figures.
To decrease the manual effort to create the development sets, some of the sentence pairs
were not included, namely those which required major changes or complete translation from
scratch and those which were out-of-domain. The amount of manual work was not trivial and
we wanted to verify if it is necessary to perform such a step in order to create development
data in real-world applications. Systems tuned on the manually corrected development sets
were compared with systems tuned on raw development sets. This raw development data contained not only the sentences with imperfect translation, but also those that are misaligned
and/or belong to other domains. As a consequence, the raw development sets contained about
10% more sentence pairs than the corrected ones. Surprisingly, in most experiments the results did not show any statistically significant difference which makes the manual correction
of development data acquired by our procedure unnecessary in practice.
Analysis of model parameters
We have elaborated on the analysis of model parameter changes when switching from
general-domain to domain-specific tuning. Values of the log-linear combination parameters
in SMT are usually not investigated (they are not stable) but our experiments showed consistent results in all the evaluation scenarios and indicated interesting trends (see, for example,
the visualization of feature weights of the English–French model in Figure 4).
In general, the systems trained and tuned on the general domain are characterized by the
following observations: 1) the high weights assigned to h11 (direct phrase translation probability) indicate that the phrase pairs in their translation tables apply well to the matchingdomain development data and translation hypotheses consisting of phrases with high translation probability are preferred (i.e., good general-domain translations); 2) the low negative
weights assigned to h13 (phrase penalty) imply that the systems prefer hypotheses consisting
of fewer but longer phrases; 3) the weights of the reordering models h1 –h7 are assigned values
around zero which implies that phrase reordering is not explicitly preferred. 22
In comparison with the systems trained on the general domain and tuned on the specific
domain, the following was observed: 1) the weights of h11 (direct phrase translation probability) decrease rapidly (in some scenarios even close to zero) which can be explained by
a lack of good quality phrase translations for the specific domains; the best translations of
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The features (h1 –h14 ) are explained in Section 2.2.
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Figure 4: Visualization of the 14 feature weights of the English–French system tuned for four
domains; the black bars refer to model weights of the system tuned on general-domain (gen)
data while the gray bars refer to the model weights of the systems tuned on specific-domain
data (env, lab, med). The features (1–14) are explained in Section 2.2.
the development set sentences are then formed by phrases of varying translation probability
scores; 2) hypotheses segmented into a few (but longer) phrases are not preferred any more
(weights of h13 are higher); instead, they are usually penalized and hypotheses segmented
into more (and shorter) phrases are allowed or even preferred; 3) in almost all scenarios, the
reordering model weights (features h1 –h7 ) increased significantly, and the systems strongly
prefer hypotheses with reordered words/phrases. More details can be found in Pecina et al.
(2015), Section 5. We also analyzed changes in phrase length distribution and found them
consistent with our findings about feature weights.

Language model adaptation
As it was already pointed out, adapting an SMT system by adding in-domain monolingual
training data can improve language model estimation and help to select better translation
hypotheses based on their fluency. There are two principled ways of using monolingual data
for adaptation of a language model: to replace the existing model by a new one trained on a
simple concatenation of the original general-domain data and the new domain-specific data;
or to build an additional language model from the domain-specific data and use it together
with the original one. The fist approach is trivial, non-parametrized and not really possible to
optimize. The second approach has the advantage of being optimizable. It can be realized in
two ways (Foster and Kuhn, 2007): either, the two models are merged by linear interpolation
into a single model or the two models are directly used as components of the log-linear feature
combination. The two ways are similar but not identical. Both are parametrized to control
relative importance of the two models: linear interpolation has a single coefficient weighting
the two probability distributions in a linear manner, whereas in the second approach, the
weighting happens in log-linear space. The first can be optimized by maximizing perplexity
of some target-language data (e.g., the target side of the development set), the latter allows
direct optimization towards MT quality (e.g., by MERT).
In the LM adaptation experiments, the general-domain data comprising 27–53 million tokens (per language) was combined with the in-domain data comprising 15–45 million tokens
(per language) using the three approaches described above and all of them were proven to
bring about better translation quality in all scenarios. The concatenation method is a special
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direction

dom baseline
BLEU
English–French env
29.61
lab
23.94
French–English env
31.79
lab
26.96
English–Greek env
21.20
lab
24.04
Greek–English env
29.31
lab
31.73
Average

+tuning
BLEU ∆
37.51 7.90
32.15 8.21
39.05 7.26
33.48 6.52
27.56 6.36
30.07 6.03
34.31 5.00
37.57 5.84
6.64

+lang. model
BLEU ∆
41.78 4.27
38.54 6.39
42.63 3.58
41.11 7.63
34.89 7.33
34.15 4.08
37.57 3.26
40.09 2.52
4.88

+transl. model
BLEU ∆
43.85 2.07
48.31 9.77
44.22 1.59
50.56 9.45
37.90 3.01
34.76 0.61
40.64 3.07
40.75 0.66
3.78

specific only
BLEU ∆
39.54 −4.31
43.05 −5.26
37.86 −6.36
43.74 −6.82
29.84 −8.06
26.19 −8.57
30.71 −9.93
29.54 −11.21
−7.57

Table 4: Results of incremental adaptation: tuning, adapting the language models, and adapting the translation models. The last two columns refer to systems trained/tuned on domainspecific data only. ∆ refers to absolute incremental improvement over the previous system.
case of linear interpolation (the coefficient is given by the relative size of the general-domain
and domain-specific data) and it was no surprise that the linear interpolation approach was
more flexible and effective, especially in the scenarios with larger development data available
(allowing more reliable estimations of the interpolation coefficients). The average absolute
improvement over all the evaluation scenarios was 4.88 BLEU points compared to the system with in-domain-tuned parameters, while the simple concatenation method achieved 3.78
BLEU points. Linear interpolation was also found to be superior to the log-linear combination
method, which achieved 2.94 BLEU points (of absolute improvement on average), probably
due to the tuning procedure (MERT) which operates in a complex feature space (model scores)
with a complex objective function (BLEU). See Table 12 in Pecina et al. (2015) for details.
Translation model adaptation
Parallel data (especially from specific domains) is much scarcer than monolingual data but for
training an MT system more important. While a good language model can improve an SMT
system by better selection of phrase translation options in given contexts, it can not help if
the translation model provides no translation option for a give phrase at all.
Methods for translation model adaptation to specific domains are analogous to those
applicable to language models. General-domain and domain-specific data can be combined in
three ways (e.g., Banerjee et al., 2011): 1) concatenation of the two types of data and retraining the translation model from scratch; 2) training a new translation model on the domainspecific data and its linear interpolation with the general-domain one in a linear fashion; 3)
using the two independent translation models in log-linear combination during hypothesis
scoring. The first approach does not require optimization of any additional parameters (the
weight is given by the relative size of the data). In the second approach, four new coefficients
must be set (one for each of the probability distributions provided by the Moses’ translation model, i.e., h9 –h12 ), usually based on optimization towards minimal perplexity of the
development data (Sennrich, 2012). In the third approach, there are five new weights in the
log-linear combination associated with the additional translation model (doubling h9 –h13 )
which are then optimized together in the traditional way by maximizing translation quality
on the development data (e.g., by using MERT).
All the alternative approaches were analyzed and compared in experiments exploiting indomain data sets of 7,000–20,000 sentence pairs, depending on the language pair and domain,
and substantial improvements in translation quality were observed in all the scenarios. In
comparison with the systems trained on general domain and tuned for specific domains, the
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increase was 3.94 BLEU for the concatenation method, 4.35 BLEU for the linear interpolation
method, and 4.56 BLEU for the log-linear combination method (all absolute, see Pecina et al.,
2015, Table 13). Here, the differences between the approaches were smaller and often statistically indistinguishable. Overall, the most effective approach is the log-linear combination, but
the improvement compared to the alternatives was statistically significant in three scenarios
only. This is mainly caused by the limited amounts of the in-domain adaptation data and its
match with the test data (see Pecina et al., 2015, Section 6.3 for details).
In combination with LM adaptation, the system improved even further. Compared to the
LM adapted systems, the increase was 3.58 BLEU for the concatenation method, 3.78 BLEU
for the linear interpolation method, and 3.69 BLEU for the log-liner combination method (all
absolute, see Pecina et al., 2015, Table 14). Here the differences between linear interpolation and log-linear combination were even smaller. However, the important observation
is that the effect of using in-domain monolingual and parallel data is largely independent
and does not cancel out when these two types of resources are used at the same time. This
was not confirmed in our earlier experiments (Pecina et al., 2012a) where only the trivial
concatenation-based adaptation methods were employed.
The complete results of the incremental adaptation are shown in Table 4, which also
reports the results of systems trained and tuned on domain-specific data only to illustrate
the pure effect of such training data. In almost all scenarios, these systems outperformed the
baseline (by 7.74 BLEU on average). However, the requirement of using general-domain data
is unquestionable, the fully adapted systems were better by 7.57 BLEU on average (see the last
column in Table 4).
Conclusions
The presented article Pecina et al. (2015) concluded our work on domain adaptation conducted within the Panacea project. This research was mostly applied with some new interesting
findings. We provided guidelines to develop an MT system adapted to a specific domain based
on techniques exploiting domain-specific data which can be easily crawled from the web. We
developed the entire pipeline to crawl domain-specific monolingual and parallel data which
is initiated by a small number of domain-relevant websites and short definition of the domain
consisting of a set of (weighted) keywords. The pipeline proved to be very successful. It was
applied to acquire adaptation data for two domains to allow translation for two language pairs
in both directions. We conducted a large-scale comparison of the state-of-the-art adaptation
techniques, including a deep analysis of the changes in the adapted systems. The findings
have practical implications in real-word applications of MT to specific domains.

3.4

Medical text translation (Urešová et al., 2014; Dušek et al., 2014)

After concluding our work within the Panacea project (Bel et al., 2012), our research focus
moved to another EU FP7 project called Khresmoi23 (Aswani et al., 2012, 2013). While Panacea
primarily focused on acquisition of domain-specific language resources and MT was used as a
typical use-case for exploiting such resources, in Khresmoi, MT was a key component for providing multilingual capabilities in the multi-modal search and access system for biomedical
information and documents developed as the main objective of the project.
The large area of medicine and health is an example of domain with a very specific and
extensive vocabulary. It is widely used in the large community of medical professionals as
23
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general public queries
cardiac phenotypes
hallucination
health
cathartics
vitamin d
AIDS serodiagnosis
hydro
ulceration
atelectasis
digital rectal examination
acute kidney injury
development
radioactive materials
agammaglobulinemia
neonatal

medical professional queries
prostate
lid hemangiomas AND avastin
cannabinoid pain
trombocitopenia in pregnancy
nurse training
quality attachment treatment
delirium elderly
nursing and hours
migraine disorders AND adrenergic beta agonist
terminally ill patients
gastric bypass
tarsal
opinion
lesion neural
training

Table 5: Sample medical queries by general public and medical professionals taken from the
Khresmoi Query Translation Test Data 1.0.28
well as in everyday life of laypeople. For example, Fox (2011) reported that 70% of search
engine users in the US have conducted a web search for information about a specific disease
or health problems. The fact that most medical content available on the Internet is written in
English and that a large number of non-English speakers need to have content in their native
language brings up the issue of better utilization of such information and make it accessible to
a larger population (Cline and Haynes, 2001). Khresmoi targeted both groups of users, medical
professionals (doctors) and laypeople (patients), and developed two systems providing access
to medical information and documents across languages: Khresmoi Professional (Kelly et al.,
2014) and Khresmoi for Everyone (Pletneva et al., 2014). Users of the systems were allowed
to enter non-English queries to retrieve information in English documents.
The MT component of the two systems was designed to perform two distinct tasks: 1)
translation of non-English search queries into English (to allow retrieval of English-written
documents) and 2) translation of automatically generated summaries (snippets) of the retrieved documents into a user-specified language (to be presented to the user). Translating
search queries is an inherently difficult task for current SMT systems due to several reasons:
the queries are rather short expressions or ungrammatical sequences of terms with a lack
of context, often mixing languages and containing words which should be treated as search
operators (e.g., swallowing in stroke patient, frequent nosebleeds in children, polycythemia AND
stroke). In contrast, the summary sentences are usually fluent and fully grammatical, but the
fact that they were taken from summaries of medical documents implies that they are informatively “dense” (containing large number of content/terminological words) and rather long
(compared to an average sentence) and thus more difficult to translate.
Test data preparation
One of our first goals in Khresmoi was to acquire test data sets for translation quality evaluation. The data sets were in a form of sample texts (search queries and summary sentences) in
English with translations into other languages (Czech, German, and French). The data comprised two parts: one for final testing and one for development testing (system parameter tuning). For the query translation task, the entire process of test data acquisition was described
in Urešová et al. (2014). The English side of the data sets was extracted from two samples
of real queries: queries posed by general public through the Health on the Net Foundation
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summary sentences
In type II infection (also known as hemolytic streptococcal gangrene), group A streptococci are isolated
alone or in combination with other species, most commonly S. aureus.
The amount of radiation used for a chest x-ray is very small.
Meningococcal Disease is a serious bacterial infection that can cause swelling of the brain and spinal
cord, and infection of the blood and other organs.
Issues related to necrotizing cellulitis and necrotizing fasciitis will be reviewed here.
Solid organ transplant recipients have an increased risk for infection with NTM due to depressed cellmediated immunity, but NTM infections are nevertheless rare in this population.
Osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis and traumatic arthritis are three common causes of hip
pain and immobility.
Exam revealed this ulcer (at 9:00 o’clock position) with a white, fibrinous base, and a dark, protruding
visible vessel, signifying the site of recent bleeding.
When should I treat someone with COPD with a theophylline (methylxanthine)?

Table 6: Sample sentences extracted from summaries of medical articles taken from the Khresmoi Summary Translation Test Data 1.1.29
website24 and queries posed by healthcare professionals in the Trip database25 (Meats et al.,
2007). The queries were manually checked, non-English and nonsensical items appearing in
the texts (e.g., asdfghj) were removed. Spelling errors were corrected if the true meaning was
identified unambiguously, otherwise the misspelled queries were discarded too. The final set
consisted of 749 general public queries and 759 medical professional queries in English which
were then human-translated into German, French, and Czech.
Initially, the translation was done by medical non-experts but quality of their output was
found not to be sufficient. Therefore medical experts (doctors) must have been hired to carry
out the work. All the translators were fluent in the target languages (but not necessarily
native speakers). They were explicitly instructed to preserve the original (non-)syntax (translate as a phrase if the query appears to have syntax, otherwise translate the words one by
one, not introducing any grammatical structure), e.g., colon cancer should be translated as
rakovina tlustého střeva/Dickdarmkrebs/cancer du côlon (noun phrase), but pain cancer should
result in bolest rakovina/Schmerz Krebs/douleur cancer (no syntax). Regarding abbreviations,
the guidance was to keep the English original if it is used in the target language as well,
(e.g., EEG, CRP) and use target language conventions for the meaning of the source abbreviation, i.e., use abbreviation in the target language if the abbreviation is commonly used,
such as JIP/ITS/USI for ICU (meaning Intensive Care Unit), but use full text if that is the norm,
e.g., ultrazvukové vyšetření v reálném čase/Echtzeit-Ultraschall/ultasons en temps réel for RTU
(meaning Real-Time Ultrasonography). A special treatment of logical query operators was
also required (AND, OR) which should have been identified (distinguished from conjunctions
in their usual meaning) and left intact, as in žíravý AND stent/caustique AND stent/kaustisch
AND Stent for caustic AND stent. The translations were then reviewed by independent experts,
discrepancies resolved and approved by the translators. The resulting data set comprised a
total of 1,508 queries which were split into a test set (1000 queries) and development set (508
queries), each with equal portions of general public queries and medical professional queries.
For the summary translation task, the test set acquisition and translation process was
described in Bojar et al. (2014). The data contained sentences randomly sampled from automatically generated summaries (extracts) of English documents (web pages) containing
medical information found to be relevant to 50 topics provided for the CLEF 2013 eHealth
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Task 326 . Manual processing of the data included removal of out-of-domain and ungrammatical sentences, translation by medical experts into Czech, German and French, and its revision.
The final version of the data comprised 1,000 sentences in the test set and 500 sentences in
the development set. Both the data sets were published and are available under the Creative
Commons License from the LINDAT/CLARIN repository as Khresmoi Query Translation Test
Data 1.027 and Khresmoi Summary Translation Test Data 1.128 . Within the KConnect project29
in 2016, both the data sets were extended to four additional languages: Hungarian, Polish,
Spanish, and Swedish.
WMT medical translation shared task
The two data sets were primarily created for MT development and evaluation within the
Khresmoi project. In addition to that, these very unique resources were exploited in a shared
task on translation in the medical domain. This shared task was organized by with a support from the Dublin City University as a part of the Ninth Workshop on Statistical Machine
Translation (WMT) in 2014. The series of WMT workshops (since 2005) has a long tradition
of annually organized shared tasks focused on translation between European languages. The
medical translation task was accepted as the featured task for 2014. The workshop was collocated with the 52nd Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics in
Baltimore, Maryland, USA in June 2014.
The goal of the shared task was to investigate the applicability of MT to translate domainspecific (medicine) and genre-specific (query and summary) texts between English and the
Khresmoi languages (Czech, German, French) in both directions. Following the MT goals
in Khresmoi, the shared task was split into two subtasks: 1) translation of sentences from
summaries of medical articles, 2) translation of queries by users of medical search engines. In
addition to the development and test data, we also provided access (in a form of URLs) to indomain and out-of domain data for training (both monolingual and parallel). The shared task
participants were asked to develop their systems using the specified resources (in the constrained task) or any additional resource (in the unconstrained task) and submit their translations of the test sets within 5 days. Our own system, developed within Khresmoi (called
Khresmoi Translator) and described in Dušek et al. (2014) was used as a relatively strong
baseline.
The results of the task were described in Section 5 of the task overview paper (Bojar
et al., 2014). The total of eight teams participated in the shared task. The evaluation was
carried out by automatic measure including BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), TER (Snover et al.,
2006b), PER (Tillmann et al., 1997), and CDER (Leusch et al., 2006). Human evaluation was
not performed. The main reason was the lack of domain-specific expertise of prospective
raters. Human evaluation of translation quality in this specific domain would have required
a very good knowledge of the domain to provide reliable judgments and the raters with such
an expertise (medical doctors and native speakers) were not available.
The results varied depending on the subtask and translation direction. Most of the systems were based on the teams’ systems applied to the standard translation task but trained
on the data provided for the medical task. In the query translation subtask, in most translation directions, our systems performed best according to the automatic measures ignoring
letter casing. The only exception was the French—English translation direction, where the
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Figure 5: Schema of the MTMonkey architecture for deploying MT as a webservice.
best result was achieved by the team of the Dublin City University. The difference, however, was not statistically significant. In the summary translation subtask, the best overall
results were achieved by the University of Edinburgh team, which won for German—English,
English—Czech, and English—French, followed by the team of the University of Macao, which
performed on par with Edinburgh in all the other translation directions. All these systems did
outperform the baselines. The result analysis confirmed our previous observation that tuning
on in-domain data is extremely important. The most successful systems employed techniques
for linear interpolation of models trained on out-of-domain and in-domain data. Many of
them performed selection of pseudo-in-domain data based on Moore and Lewis (2010).
Khresmoi Translator
Our participation in the WMT 2014 medical task mainly aimed to provide baseline results for
all the language pairs, translation directions and both subtasks. The systems were developed
as the first version of the Khresmoi translation service called Khresmoi Translator.
A straightforward phrase-based SMT setting was used together with a specific approach
to data selection based on Moore and Lewis’s (2010) idea of selecting “pseudo-in-domain data”.
In the original method, the pseudo-in-domain data is mined from a larger pool of generaldomain training data based on sentence-level similarity to some in-domain data samples. After the selection is done, any remaining sentences are discarded (not used). In our approach,
this data was not thrown away but used to train “out-of-domain” models to be used jointly
in the system combined by linear interpolation. The interpolation coefficients were trained
on the development data to maximize their likelihood. The same approach was applied to
parallel and monolingual data, so all the models in the systems (language and translation) are
linear interpolations of pseudo-in-domain and pseudo-out-of-domain models. This proved to
be very successful. For some translations directions, the WMT medical translation baseline
systems were not beaten by any of the participants. The method can utilize all available training data in an optimal combination. No training data is wasted and the relative importance
of the two models is estimated on a real sample of data. The resulting models are large but
the production systems can be easily pruned (by ignoring low-probability phrases) to reduce
their size (memory requirements) and speed of translation (response time).
The Khresmoi Translator was deployed as a web service and used by several demonstrators within the project, e.g., Khresmoi Professional (Kelly et al., 2014) and Khresmoi for
Everyone (Pletneva et al., 2014). However, since Moses, as an experimental toolkit, does not
easily allow to be deployed in real-world applications, we developed MTMonkey – an infrastructure for a scalable web service providing MT in multiple languages to remote clients.
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It was described and evaluated for efficiency (response time, scalability, etc.) in Tamchyna
et al. (2013). It consists of an application server and a set of workers (see Figure 5). The
application server receives translation requests and distributes them to the workers, which
perform the translation. Each worker runs one instance of Moses to serve one translation
direction (multiple workers for one translation direction are allowed). The system is designed
to handle multiple simultaneous incoming requests by load balancing and queuing. The system is available as open source and is available through the LINDAT/CLARIN repository30
and Github31 . The system has been adopted by several other projects too.

3.5

Query translation for cross-lingual information retrieval (Pecina et al., 2014)

Our participation in the Khresmoi project resulted in a journal article Pecina et al. (2014), a
joint work of the teams from the Charles University in Prague and Dublin City University.
This paper investigated machine translation of user search queries in the context of crosslingual information retrieval in the medical domain. The word “adaptation” in the title of the
paper is related to two concepts: a) adaptation of MT to a specific domain (medicine) and b)
adaptation of MT to a specific application (information retrieval). The role of MT in this task
is to translate (or map) an input user query to a space where it is used to search documents
in a different language. Therefore, translation quality is not the main factor in assessment of
MT effectiveness in this task.
The fundamental difference in this scenario is that the user is not a direct consumer of
MT output, it is the IR system which performs the search step – the users usually do not care
about MT quality per se, they are primarily concerned about the search results, i.e., whether
they find what they are looking for. This fact has two consequences: first, since translation
quality may not correlate with search quality, it is better to tune the MT system directly for
search quality (i.e., extrinsically) rather than for translation quality (i.e., intrinsically) as usual;
second, the MT output does not have to be in the traditional human-readable form (text). It
can be completely hidden from the user and thus better comply with the design of the decoder.
In reality, assessing translation quality in the context of search queries is precarious.
The traditional way of defining translation quality based on adequacy and fluency (see, e.g.,
White et al., 1994) cannot be straightforwardly applied here. Users of current search engines
are biased by the fact that they got accustomed that such systems are typically based on
bag-of-words models and ignore word order. Therefore, the queries are often ungrammatical
sequences of terms rather than fluent natural language expressions. The issue is whether the
translation should preserve such ungrammaticality and disfluency or not (cf., e.g., skin cancer
vs. cancer skin). Assessment of adequacy is also questionable in this context. The queries are
usually much shorter than a standard MT input (Spink et al., 2001) and often ambiguous (the
underlying information need of the user is not known) and decision on adequacy of translation (i.e., how much information is transferred from the original query to the translation) is
difficult. Moreover, neither adequacy nor fluency do reflect how the translation distinguishes
between relevant and irrelevant documents which should be the key point in this task (cf.,
e.g., skin vs. epidermis vs. dermis). Another problem occurs when then original query suffers
from “circumlocution” (Stanton et al., 2014), i.e., when a user lacks the knowledge to construct
an optimal query directly specifying his/her information need and instead he/she uses a large
number of less related terms describing the need indirectly and/or vaguely (cf., e.g., white part
of eye turned green vs. scleral icterus vs. jaundice). Insisting on “literal” translation of all the
words is probably not necessary if a more appropriate translation exists.
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All these issues suggest that focusing on extrinsic evaluation of MT in the CLIR setting
is more reasonable. The paper Pecina et al. (2014) first focused on techniques to adapt MT to
increase translation quality (measured by standard MT evaluation metrics) and then explored
methods for MT adaptation to improve effectiveness of the entire pipeline for cross-lingual
IR (measured by standard IR evaluation metrics). The MT experiments focused on in-domain
training and tuning, intelligent training data selection (pseudo-in-doman), optimization of
phrase table configuration, compound splitting, and exploiting synonyms as translation variants. In the IR part, we experimented with morphological normalization and with using multiple translation variants for query expansion. The experiments were performed and thoroughly evaluated on three language pairs: Czech–English, German–English, and French–English.
3.5.1

Machine translation of medical queries

First, we focused on the experiments evaluated for the traditional translation quality. The MT
system was again based on Moses with technical details not very different from those used
in our previous experiments, both in terms of Moses parameter setting and data selection for
training. For development purposes and the (intrinsic) evaluation of MT quality, we exploited
the Khresmoi data sets introduced in Urešová et al. (2014) and additional data was extracted
from the translation memory produced by the European Centre for Disease Prevention and
Control (ECDC)32 . The details of all resources can be found in the paper Pecina et al. (2014).
For a better comparison of the experiment results, the size of training data was limited to
maximum of 10 million parallel sentence pairs for training translation tables and 30 million
monolingual sentences for training the language models. The evaluation was performed on
the Khresmoi query set and the main results are shown in Table 7. The baseline systems were
trained on random samples taken from all available general-domain resources and tuned on
a set of sentences from news articles (for a better comparison). The BLEU scores ranged from
23.03 for German-English, 26.59 for Czech-English to 32.67 for French-English translation
(see Table 7, system baseline). The in-domain tuning, which turned to be very effective in
our previous experiments, improved the BLEU scores by 6.80 on average (system +tuning).
We explored several possible ways for parallel training data selection and the optimal
solution turned to be using all in-domain dictionary data plus an intelligent selection based
on Moore and Lewis (2010) applied to all remaining data (in-domain and general-domain),
system denoted as +transl. model). The lesson learned here is not to trust the explicit domain
classification of each data source but rather to score each sentence for being from the domain or not. The same approach applied for monolingual training data selection pushed the
BLEU scores by additional 7.61 absolute points on average. This is 14.77 in terms of absolute
improvement (56% relative) compared to the baseline (system +lang. model).
A specific attention in our experiments was given to the English–Greek system and the
specific problem of German to create long compound nouns which consists of multiple regular words joined together and forming a complex concept. For example, Raucherentwöhnungsprogramm consists of three individual parts (Raucher, entwöhnung, and programm).
Such words pose a major problem not only for MT. They increase the vocabulary size and
often are unrecognized (treated as out-of-vocabulary) which harms the overall performance
of the methods. Increasing the size of the training data, in principle, cannot solve the problem
because the compounds are created ad-hoc as needed. The rich medical terminology makes
this issue even stronger (especially in query translation). The problem was tackled using a
tool which automatically splits compound words into components based on occurrence statistics of the compounds and their components. This step is applied on the training data prior
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system
baseline
+tuning
+transl. model
+lang. model
+compounds
+synonyms
Google
Bing
reference

Czech–English
BLEU 1-PER HUM
26.59 55.25 23.91
35.73 66.21
–
36.65 68.23
–
⋆ 41.45 ⋆ 71.61 45.83
–
–
–
40.38 70.86
–
40.65 70.50 ⋆56.47
27.54 51.25
–
–
–
74.16

German–English
BLEU 1-PER HUM
23.03 54.76 29.31
29.50 60.40
–
34.67 64.03
–
40.65 65.43 37.63
⋆ 40.82 ⋆ 67.75 37.78
37.52 65.52
–
38.64 66.13 ⋆54.39
35.25 61.88
–
–
–
80.29

French–English
BLEU 1-PER HUM
32.67 65.73 17.05
37.84 71.78
42.74 76.47
–
⋆ 44.50 ⋆ 77.24 ⋆ 56.06
–
–
–
42.53 76.61
–
42.95 76.01 45.45
36.44 71.39
–
–
–
84.34

Table 7: Intrinsic evaluation of translation quality. Outputs of selected systems are compared
with translations by public web-based systems (Google, Bing) using automatic evaluation
measures (BLEU, 1-PER) and human evaluation (HUM). The figures in bold are those which
are not statistically significantly different from the best score in each column (denoted by ⋆).
to training and on any text to be translated during the test phase. This method lead to a
minor improvement only (BLEU increased by 0.17 points absolute, which is not statistically
significant), the resulting scores are shown in Table 7 (system denoted as +compounds).
Some of the experiments described in Pecina et al. (2014) were not successful at all. For
example, we attempted to decrease the morphological variance on the source side by replacing
the word forms by their lemmas, stemms, or prefixes (both in the training and test phases).
Such morphological preprocessing reduces the data sparsity problem but it also brings some
ambiguity to the translated text which might be difficult (or impossible) to resolve by the
MT system especially for longer sentences. Since our data was short queries, this might not
have been an issue. However, none of the mentioned methods brought any improvement.
Moreover, for the two morphologically richer languages, the translation quality degraded
significantly. In another experiment, the target side of the translation tables was enriched
by adding synonyms for morphological terms extracted from the UMLS metathesaurus and
hoped that the language model would better decide on the optimal variant. This also turned
out not to be useful. This step probably brought too much variance into the translation process
and the automatic evaluation with respect to one reference translation test set did not show
any improvement. Results of these systems are denoted as +synonyms in Table 7.
Result analysis
In Table 7, the results of our experiments are compared with results of two freely available
MT services on the web: Google Translate33 and Microsoft Bing Translator34 . In terms of
BLEU, for all language pairs our systems performed better – although not by a statistically
significant difference (ranging between 0.80–2.18 points). In terms of PER, the results are
similar. The (inverse) PER scores of the baseline systems have increased by 13.62 points absolute on average. The respective relative improvement was 23.61% and Google Translate was
outperformed by 1.11–1.62 points.
In addition to the standard automatic evaluation of MT quality, we also compared the results by two kinds of manual evaluation. First, we wanted to compare the results of automatic
evaluation (in terms of BLEU and PER) with human judgments, which may not correlate well
(e.g., Callison-Burch et al., 2012). Based on the previous results, we selected several systems
and for each language pair, human experts were asked to rank outputs of these systems and
33
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C
4
3
2
1
0
Σbest

4
3
2
38.8 3.6 1.7
4.4 14.5 1.6
4.9 3.7 5.6
1.1 1.4 0.0
3.7 2.1 0.5
52.9 25.3 9.4

1
0
0.4 0.1
1.6 0.5
1.2 0.2
1.1 0.0
0.5 4.7
4.7 5.5

Σbase
44.6
22.6
15.7
3.6
11.4

Table 8: Results of manual translation-error analysis for the Czech–English translation. The
figures (in %) represent joint and marginal (Σ) distributions of the translation quality categories 0–4 (C) in the baseline (rows) and best system (columns) translations.
the reference translations for 100 randomly sampled queries (presented in a random order)
according to a descending translation quality (ties allowed). The output was transformed
to pairwise comparison and presented as a percentage of cases when the translation of a
particular system was judged as better than outputs of the other systems with ties ignored
(this approach was proposed by Bojar et al., 2011). The results are shown in Table 7, in the
columns denoted as HUM. The scores did not correlate well with the scores of the automatic
measures. Google Translate was outperformed by the system denoted as +lang. model) only
for FR–EN. However, these differences are not really significant, since the proportion of ties
in all pairwise contests is more than 72% (i.e., for each pair of systems, the two systems were
judged as beeing of equal quality in more than 72% of the queries on average).
The second kind of manual evaluation involved a detailed manual analysis of the results
of the best-performing systems in comparison with the baselines. For each language pair,
medical experts evaluated the translations produced by the two systems using this scale:
4–
3–
2–
1–
0–

perfect translation, identical to the reference;
perfect translation, different from the reference;
acceptable translation, errors allowed in morphology, word order, and stopwords;
bad translation, no untranslated words;
bad translation, some words remain untranslated.

This scale allowed to assess the overall translation quality and to analyze the improvement of the best systems over the baselines. Table 8 shows the results for CS–EN, results for
the other languages are similar and can be found in the paper (Pecina et al., 2014).
The baseline system did not performed badly, almost one half (44.6%) of the Czech test
queries were translated to fully match the reference translations (category 4). An additional
quarter (22.6%) was also judged as perfect but different from the reference (category 3). Such
cases are not completely matched by the automatic evaluation measures (such as BLEU) and
their scores are therefore undervalued. Further 15.7% of the translations were not judged as
fully correct, but were considered adequate for querying in IR (category 2), where stopwords
and word order are typically ignored and morphological variants neglected (through lemmatization or stemming). Such cases included, e.g.: potravinová alergie (food allergy) translated
as food allergies (error in number), chirurgické odnětí dělohy (hysterectomy) translated as surgical womb removed (error in syntax), rodičovský (parental) translated as parent (error in partof-speech), růstový faktor hepatocytů (hepatocyte growth factor) translated as growth factor
hepatocytes (error in word order). The remaining 15% translations were completely wrong
(category 1 and 0) and 3/4 of them contained one or more untranslated words (category 0).
In comparison with the best system, an improvement was observed in 22% of the translations (sum of the figures in bold in Table 8) and a degradation in 11% (sum of the figures
in italics). Considering the bad baseline translations (category 1 and 0), 55% of them were
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improved and translated as perfect (category 4 and 3). In less than 3% of cases, the opposite
behavior was observed. The best system for CS–EN was estimated to produce perfect results
(category 4 and 3) in 78% and only 11% are judged as bad (category 1 and 0). This seems quite
promising for the application in IR discussed in the next section.
3.5.2

Adapting query translation for cross-lingual information retrieval

The traditional notion of translation quality based on adequacy and fluency was the main
evaluation criterion in the experiments described so far. The SMT systems were tuned towards such quality measured by BLEU with respect to a single reference translation. In the
experiments presented in this section, the translation quality was tested extrinsically in the
context of cross-lingual information retrieval where the evaluation criteria focused on retrieval quality rather than translation quality.
An CLIR system has typically two components: an MT component translates an input
query to the language of documents and the translated query enters an IR component which
retrieves the most relevant documents. In the most trivial approach, the MT component is a
standard MT system, blindly adopted for this purpose and treated as a black box. However,
MT can be adapted for this specific purpose (application), modified and more tightly integrated with the IR component. In practice, most IR systems operate on “term level”, ignore
word order and also other linguistic properties (letter casing, morphological variants, etc.)
and over the years, people have become accustomed to communicating with IR systems in
a “keyword language”, which lacks these properties. Queries are generally not fluent and
grammatically correct, they do not form complete sentences which a standard MT system is
trained to translate.
Adapting MT for CLIR can be done on various levels. One possibility is to take this into
account and eliminate the information in translations which is not really important for the
IR component (e.g., word order, morphological variants). Another possibility is to enrich the
translations by information which can the IR component benefit from. For example, inclusion
of words which are synonymous or semantically related to the query or assigning weights to
query terms. In this section, we present several methods to integrate MT and IR components
in a CLIR pipeline and evaluate their effectiveness. First, we will describe the experimental
data and the IR system and then present the experiments and their evaluation.
Experimental settings
The IR experiments were carried out on the CLEF 2013 eHealth Task 3 test collection which
contains around one million documents (web pages) related to medicine and 50 English medical queries with corresponding relevance assessments (Suominen et al., 2013). The documents
were crawled by the Khresmoi project mostly from health and medicine websites certified by
the Health on the Net Foundation35 and from other commonly used health and medicine
websites.
The queries aimed to model typical queries by laypeople (e.g., patients) formulated to
find out more about their disorders after they have examined their discharge summary. The
discharge summaries were taken from the anonymized clinical free-text notes of the MIMIC
II database36 . The queries were relatively short with an average length of about two or three
terms (words) in the titles, for example: facial cuts and scar tissue; asystolic arrest; nausea and
35
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vomiting and hematemesis; sinus tachycardia; chills and gallstones). The complete specification also included a description (details of what the query means) and narrative (expected
content of the relevant documents), but those were used for relevance assessment only. The
titles (originally in English) were manually translated for the purpose of our work by medical
professionals into German, French, and Czech and the translations were used to query the
CLIR system. This set of parallel data will be further denoted as CLEF test data.
The relevance assessment was performed within the shared task by experts. Top 10
documents for each query and each evaluated run were assessed which resulted in 6,391
judged documents out of which 1,878 documents were found to be relevant. It should be
emphasized that the resulting pools are rather shallow and other relevant documents may
have been missed and not assessed. In general, such documents are treated as not relevant
and might bias the evaluation. Details can be found in Goeuriot et al. (2013).
The IR system employed in our experiments was based on the BM25 retrieval model
(Robertson et al., 1998) implemented in Lucene 337 which had been previously demonstrated
to perform well in medical IR (Leveling et al., 2012). The documents from the test collection
were preprocessed to extract textual content of the web pages which removed HTML markup
and JavaScript, leaving raw textual content which was flattened into single index. The text was
transformed to lower case and Salton’s (1971) stopword list was used to identify words which
were not indexed. Stemming of queries and documents was performed using the English
Snowball stemmer provided in Lucene, which is based on the Porter algorithm (Porter, 2001).
MT evaluation
Most of the translation experiments described in Section 3.5.1 improved the baseline results
on the Khresmoi query test sets. Our best systems even outperformed the state-of-the-art
publicly available on-line services (in automatic evaluation, and for FR–EN in human evaluation as well). Even if we now want to focus on retrieval quality of the entire CLIR pipeline
rather than translation quality of the MT component (extrinsic evaluation), we first analyze
the translation quality on the CLEF test sets (the 50 CLEF 2013 eHealth Task 3 queries).
The results are tabulated in Table 9 using the same evaluation measures as in Table 7. In
contrast, the bold font now indicates the scores that are significantly better than the baseline
(in Table 7, the bold font referred to the results statistically indistinguishable from the best
ones). The best scores for each language pair are again indicated by the ⋆ symbol. The baseline systems are the same as in the previous section, trained and tuned on general-domain
data. The adapted systems are those trained and tuned on domain-specific data using the
optimal configuration as in the previous section. The label +compounds denotes the systems
employing the German decompounding method, +synonyms denotes the systems with target
side enriched by synonyms, and +PER refers to a new configuration which is based on the
“adapted” system tuned on the query development sets by MERT (Och, 2003) but optimizing
PER instead of BLEU (this experiment will be discussed later).
The first important note is that these results (obtained on the CLEF test set) are not as
reliable as those presented in Table 7 (Khresmoi test set). Due to the size of the CLEF test set
(50 queries), the sample variance and confidence intervals for BLEU and PER are much larger
and it is not possible to reliably measure difference of the methods under comparison. Also,
the Khresmoi and CLEF test sets cannot be considered completely comparable for another
reason – although both comprise medical queries, the CLEF test sets were created in a more
controlled setting and the queries are more thought-out and fluent.
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system

Czech–English
BLEU 1-PER HUM
baseline
47.01 66.41 26.56
adapted
40.91 70.26 28.57
adapted+compounds
–
–
–
adapted+synonyms
47.60 71.66
–
adapted+PER
52.28 75.06
–
⋆ 56.02 ⋆ 77.30 ⋆ 75.93
Google
Bing
47.46 67.06
–
reference
–
–
72.31

German–English
BLEU 1-PER HUM
39.52 62.47 17.95
42.95 64.19 36.36
43.42 66.41
–
40.19 62.58
–
50.24 68.91
–
54.53 75.78 ⋆71.43
⋆ 59.72 ⋆ 76.54
–
–
–
78.87

French–English
BLEU 1-PER HUM
39.20 71.48 12.09
52.96 76.69 55.56
–
–
–
54.50 77.19
–
51.01 80.05
–
⋆ 61.99 ⋆ 83.02 ⋆ 66.67
58.34 80.79
–
–
–
76.92

Table 9: Translation quality of selected MT systems measured on the CLEF test data. The bold
font denotes results that are significantly better than the baseline. The ⋆ symbol indicates the
best score for each language pair and measure. Reference is the original version in English.
The overall translation results on the CLEF test sets did not really confirm the results
obtained on the Khresmoi test sets. The basic adapted system outperformed the baselines for
DE–EN and FR–EN only. In case of FR–EN, the improvement was statistically significant in
terms of both BLEU and PER. In case of DE–EN, the improvement was significant measured
by PER only. For CS–EN, the baseline scores were surprisingly high and performance of the
adapted system dropped. Decompounding applied to German helped. Exploiting synonyms
helped for CS–EN and FR–EN, but in all experiments, the increase was not statistically significant. Google Translate, however, dominated all our systems for all language pairs measured
by all three measures. Although for DE–EN, the absolute winner is Microsoft Bing Translator, none of these results are significantly better than those achieved by our best systems.
Interestingly, the HUM score for CS–EN suggests that the output of Google Translate is better
than the reference. However, this is caused by including comparison with the other systems
(adapted), in which Google Translate is judged as better more often than the reference.
IR evaluation
In IR, evaluation is based on ability to rank documents with respect to their relevance to a
given query (information need). The system which ranks relevant documents higher than the
irrelevant is scored better. We evaluated IR performance by standard IR evaluation measures
computed with the TREC evaluation tool38 . The measures include Precision at a cut-off of 10
documents (P@10) and Mean Average Precision (MAP) (Voorhees and Harman, 2005). The
cross-lingual MAP scores are also compared with the monolingual ones, i.e., those obtained
by using the reference (English) translations (MAPrel
EN ) to see how the system would perform
if the queries were translated perfectly. P@10 is taken as the main evaluation measure, since
this task is more oriented towards precision than towards recall. Scores of MAP are probably
underestimated due to the rather shallow relevance assessments. The paper also presents
scores of Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002) at top 10
documents.
The main results of the IR evaluation are tabulated in Table 10. Significance of the results
is indicated with respect to the baseline using the standard Wilcoxon signed rank test (Hull,
1993, p < 0.05); those which are significantly better are typed in bold and those which are
significantly worse are typed in italics. The best cross-lingual results are marked with the ⋆
symbol. The monolingual scores are quite comparable to the best results achieved by the CLEF
eHealth 2013 task participants (Goeuriot et al., 2013) and the cross-lingual ones achieved as
much as 86% of the monolingual ones (in terms of MAP) which is a very good result, although
38
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system

Czech–English
P@10 MAP MAPrel
EN
baseline
34.8 24.28
80.00
adapted
37.2 23.67
77.99
adapted+PER
35.4 23.16
76.31
adapted+stemming 28.2 20.27
66.79
adapted+n-best
31.4 22.71
74.83
⋆ 38.4 ⋆ 25.97 ⋆ 85.57
Google
Bing
32.6 22.76
74.99
reference
47.0 30.35 100.00

German–English
P@10 MAP MAPrel
EN
29.4 19.02
62.67
32.8 21.85
71.99
35.0 22.62
74.53
23.4 16.29
53.67
21.8 16.19
53.34
37.0 23.22
76.51
⋆ 38.8 ⋆ 25.09 ⋆ 82.67
47.0 30.35 100.00

French–English
P@10 MAP MAPrel
EN
31.0 21.87
72.06
38.4 26.33
86.75
38.4 25.94
85.47
32.0 20.33
66.99
29.6 21.44
70.64
⋆ 40.6 26.74
88.11
40.2 ⋆27.57 ⋆90.84
47.0 30.35 100.00

Table 10: Extrinsic evaluation of translation quality. IR results for query translations produced
by various MT systems compared with the original (reference) queries in English. The scores
typed in bold, normal, and italics are significantly better, equal, and worse (respectively) than
the baseline. MAPrel
EN refers to MAP relative to the monolingual performance (reference).
the commercial systems reached as much as 90%. Google Translate outperformed Microsoft
Bing Translator on CS–EN and FR–EN and is on par with it on DE–EN. In our experiments,
the highest baseline scores were interestingly observed for the CS–EN translation direction
although Czech is typically harder to translate than German and especially French. On this
particular test set, however, we experienced the opposite which is probably due to the randomness of training data selection for the baseline system. For the CS–EN language pair, it
must have contained more material relevant to this data set than for the other language pairs.
In addition to the MT systems described so far, we also investigated three new configurations aiming to improve retrieval quality – one producing translations focused on adequacy rather than fluency (adapted+PER), one for producing stemmed translations (adapted+stemming), and one for exploiting multiple translation options (adapted+n-bets):
Systems adapted+PER are based on the adapted systems with tuning towards PER instead
of BLEU. As it was discussed earlier, PER ignores word order when comparing an MT output
with its reference (any permutation of words in the translation are scored equally) which
implies more focus on translation adequacy and less focus on fluency (compared to BLEU).
This indeed confirmed to be positive for query translation in a CLIR pipeline, where word
order does not matter. As shown in Table 9, in MT-focused evaluation by PER, these systems
outperformed all our other systems. In IR-focused evaluation, with the exception of CS–EN
(explained above), the PER-tuned systems are also superior to other systems which confirms
our earlier hypothesis of a better fit of PER for tuning MT for query translation in CLIR.
Stemming as a standard technique was used in all our IR experiments for indexing the
documents. This required the translated queries to be also stemmed (before entering the IR
component). As an alternative, the stemmed queries were produced directly during translation (systems adapted+stemming). This was achieved by stemming the target language side of
the parallel training data as well as the monolingual data for language models. In this experiment, stemming was also performed on the source language side to reduce the morphological
complexity (which is important especially for Czech). The Porter’s Snowball stemmer was
employed for the source side languages (Czech, German, French) and the original Porter’s
stemmer for English (Porter, 1980). The results, however, were not affirmative since degradation in the retrieval performance was also observed when stems were used instead of full word
forms on both source and target side. Training MT on stemmed words probably introduced
too much ambiguity, which hurts not only the MT quality but also the IR performance.
In the final experiments, the advantage of SMT to produce multiple translation options
for a given source text was exploited. Usually, only the highest-scored option is considered as
40

translation. However, from the IR point of view, the other (lower-scored) hypotheses might
contain useful information too. We explored an idea where the final query is constructed
as a merging multiple translation options (the top n ones where n is a parameter of the
method). This was first presented by Nikoulina et al. (2012) as a way of query expansion and
was claimed to be successful. Several values of n were tested but none of them confirmed
the previously reported findings and did not improve the results. A possible reason for the
decrease is that the translation variants differ to such an extent that they cannot be considered
good translations and therefore the queries are expanded by non-relevant terms.
Conclusions
The discussed publication (Pecina et al., 2014) concluded our work on the Khresmoi project.
It provided the first comprehensive and rigorous assessment of the contribution of domainbased MT adaptation as well as IR-targeted MT adaptation to real user queries (focused on
health and health-related problems). Even though some of our findings illustrate that certain
traditional techniques for MT do not improve translation quality in this specific domain and
for this specific purpose, our overall results are very positive.
In terms of translation quality, most of the adaptation techniques substantially outperformed our baseline and even the state-of-the-art on-line MT systems. However, when applied to the cross-language IR task, the positive MT results did not directly translate to improvements over the state-of-the-art in MT and one of the main findings is that MT quality
and IR quality do not correlate in a straightforward way. However, the size of the CLEF test
data for IR is much smaller than the Khresmoi test data for MT and 50 queries are probably
not sufficient to reflect the qualitative changes in the MT components.
The most promising results were obtained by SMT tuning for PER (Position-independent
word Error Rate) which confirmed the hypothesis that tuning towards the standard translation quality is not optimal. However, the IR results based on the baseline translations were
significantly improved by using the adapted translations for the FR–EN direction only. However, none of our translations did outperform the system using Google Translate’s translation.
The CS–EN system did outperform Microsoft Bing Translator, though.

3.6

Reranking query translations for cross-lingual information retrieval (Saleh
and Pecina, 2016c)

Our recent activity in the area of adaptation of machine translation to cross-lingual information retrieval has focused on reranking of query translation hypotheses. This research
was mainly conducted within the KConnect project39 with the goal to further improve the
query translation process for CLIR in the medical domain. As it was stated earlier in this
thesis, the decoding process in SMT is optimized towards translation quality (measured by,
e.g., BLEU or PER) which is not be optimal from the retrieval point of view. Our recent work
exploits multiple translations produced by SMT which are then reranked using a discriminative machine-learning method trained to optimize the retrieval quality directly. Results of
this research were presented at the main session of CLEF 2016 (Saleh and Pecina, 2016c).
Our approach is motivated by the work of Nikoulina et al. (2012). They reranked 1 000 best
translations hypotheses obtained by a phrase-based SMT system for each non-English query
to select the best (English) translation which was then searched for in an English document
collection. The reranking model was based on a (weighted) linear combination of features
39
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Figure 6: Histogram of ranks of translation hypotheses with the highest P@10 for each training query.
which included scores of the SMT model features and some syntactic and morphological features obtained from a linguistic analysis of the translation. The parameters of the model were
estimated by MIRA (Margin Infused Relaxed Algorithm, Crammer and Singer, 2003) on training data which contained translation hypotheses of training queries each scored using MAP
obtained as from evaluation retrieval results of the translation used as a query on the document collection with relevance assessments. Nikoulina et al. (2012) tested their approach on
the CLEF AdHocTEL 2009 task (50 topics in German and French) and showed only a moderate
improvement between 0.010–0.025 MAP points (not tested for statistical significance).
Our experiments were conducted on the data from the CLEF eHealth Lab series in 2013–
2015, which included a total of 166 queries in English manually translated to Czech, German,
and French. The queries were mixed and randomly split into 100 queries for training and 66
queries for testing to avoid overfitting. Additional relevance assessment was performed on
all unjudged documents appearing among top 10 documents in each experiment (i.e., all the
results are fully assessed). The oracle experiment (see Figure 6) performed on the training
set showed that, from the IR perspective, the best translation often appears among 20 best
hypotheses provided by the SMT system (the Khresmoi Translator). Therefore, we rerank
only 20 best translations for each query. Each translation hypothesis in the training data
is scored using the difference between its P@10 score and the best possible (oracle) P@10
score for that particular query (P@10 is used as the main evaluation measure as in the official
CLEF eHealth tasks). The reranking model is a linear regression model implemented in R40
to predict the P@10 score of each query translation hypothesis in the test data. The highestscored hypothesis is then used to perform the retrieval step. The training data for all three
languages were joined together, i.e., we built one single reranking model for all the languages.
This approach proved better than building three independent language-specific models (it
increased the training data size which probably helped to train a more robust model).
The feature set consists of the SMT features provided by Moses (see Section 2.2) and
various additional features including: document collection features (term weights extracted
from the test collection, e.g., inverse document frequency), blind-relevance feedback features
(term weights extracted from documents retrieved by the translation hypothesis used as a
query from the test collection), translation pool features (term weights extracted from all
translation hypotheses of the query), Wikipedia features (term weights obtained from titles
and abstracts of Wikipedia articles retrieved by the translation hypothesis used as a query
from the English Wikipedia dump), UMLS features (number of UMLS concepts found in the
translation hypothesis), retrieval status value (the value of the highest scored document retrieved from the test collection by the translation hypothesis).
40
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system

Czech–English
P@10 NDCG@10 MAP
Mono
0.5030
0.4995
0.2997
Baseline 0.4561
0.3857
0.2358
RR-SMT 0.4470
0.3792
0.2477
RR-ALL 0.5015 0.4072 0.2573
Google 0.5091
0.3998
0.2693
Bing
0.4788
0.4051
0.2522

French–English
P@10 NDCG@10 MAP
0.5030
0.4995
0.2997
0.4773
0.4111
0.2572
0.4879
0.4285
0.2581
0.5106 0.4649 0.2786
0.4970
0.4388
0.2636
0.4864
0.4275
0.2643

German–English
P@10 NDCG@10 MAP
0.5030
0.4995
0.2997
0.4242
0.3647
0.2274
0.4273
0.3788
0.2265
0.4530 0.3947 0.2371
0.4939
0.4277
0.2687
0.4652
0.4169
0.2504

Table 11: Results of reranking applied to SMT features (RR-SMT ) and to all available features
(RR-all) compared to the results of systems based on single best SMT translations (Baseline),
translations by free MT services (Google, Bing), and results of monolingual retrieval (Mono).
The main results of our experiments (obtained on the test set of 66 queries and all three
source languages) are displayed and compared to several other systems in Table 11. The baseline system employed the highest-scored hypothesis provided by the SMT system. Google
Translate and Microsoft Bing Translator denote systems exploiting translations from two
public MT services. Mono refers to the monolingual system which uses the reference (English) translations. First, we tested the effect of our method applied to the SMT features
only (system RR-SMT ). This system outperformed the baseline system only for French but the
difference was not statistically significant. However, the system employing all the features
sketched above (RR-all) performed very well. Measured by P@10, not only did it outperform
the baseline for all languages by a statistically significant difference but it also outperformed
the system which used query translations from French obtained by Google (though this difference was not statistically significant).
More detailed results are presented in Figure 7. The plot shows how P@10 changes for
each query in the test set if the best system is compared with the baseline. Positive values refer
to improvement (increase of P@10) which was observed for approximately 20% of queries.
Negative values denote degradation, which was observed in about 3 cases for each language,
on average. A good example of a query whose translation was improved is query 2015.11
(reference translation: white patchiness in mouth). The baseline translation from Czech white
coating mouth improved to white coating in oral cavity (P@10 increased from 0.10 to 0.80) and
the baseline translation from French white spots in the mouth improved to white patches in the
mouth (P@10 increased from 0.10 to 0.70).
The presented approach confirmed to be very successful. Its main advantages are the
ability to combine various kinds of features and the fact that the trained models can be applied
to new languages. A disadvantage is that it requires training data which might be difficult to
obtain. For medicine, however, the queries from the CLEF eHealth tasks seem sufficient.
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Figure 7: Per-query results on the test set. The bars represent absolute difference of P@10 of
the best system (ALL) and the baseline system for each query and each language.
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4

Conclusions and Final Remarks

In this part of the thesis, we attempted to provide a concise and coherent overview of our
research in the area of SMT adaptation. We presented complete background information
including an overview or related work, reviewed our achievements in this field, and put them
into the context of each other and the three research projects which mainly funded this research.
The selected publications form Part II of this thesis. However, there are also other important publications which are related to our work in this area. Already in 2007, we participated in the shared task competition on boilerplate removal from HTML pages organized
by SIGWAC (The Special Interest Group of the Association for Computational Linguistics on
Web as Corpus) and placed first with our system based on conditional random fields (Marek
et al., 2007) which was further enhanced and described in Spousta et al. (2008). In Murray
et al. (2006a,b) and Lin et al. (2009), we described our effort to translate large-scale ontology
from the Malach project41 to allow cross-lingual search in the Malach archive of Holocaust
survivors’ testimonies. In Homola et al. (2009) and later in Libovický and Pecina (2014), we
proposed two MT quality metrics, based on the standard BLEU modified to better reflect quality of translation into morphologically richer languages (such as Czech). In Spoustová et al.
(2010), we described our effort towards acquisition of large web-based corpus of Czech. In
Tamchyna et al. (2013), we presented the MTMonkey framework for providing MT as a web
service which has been already adopted by a number of other projects. Saleh and Pecina
(2014), Saleh et al. (2015), and Saleh and Pecina (2016b) are working notes describing our
participation during three years of the CLEF eHealth evaluation lab focused on multilingual
user-centred health information retrieval which we also helped to organize. In Saleh and Pecina (2016a), we presented experiments with the query reraning method and new languages.
In Bojar et al. (2014, Section 5), we presented the results of the medical translation shared
task, a part of the WMT evaluation campaign which we organized in 2014. Finally, in a joint
work Toral et al. (2015), we proposed a modification of the state-of-the-art method for training
data selection based on word-level linguistic features, such as lemmas, named entities, and
part-of-speech tags which was shown to improve language model perplexity especially for
morphologically rich languages.
Adaptation of SMT is a large research area actively studied in the recent years with an
increasing number of real-world applications. Domain adaptation focuses mainly on effective
exploitation of in-domain resources, whilst application adaptation goes usually deeper into
the system and changes its functioning to provide optimal output for downstream applications. Our research in the first strand focused on data availability and analysis of various
adaptation methods exploiting the acquired resources. Our future research in this area will
focus on on-line techniques which change system parameters or switch component models
(language and translation models) dynamically for each document or sentence to translate. In
the second strand, our effort focused on modifying MT systems to provide optimal translation
of search queries in cross-lingual information retrieval. Here, a lot of open questions and ideas
to explore certainly remain. The most promising ones include SMT tuning directly towards
retrieval quality and a better way of exploiting translation variants and the modern neural
network methods for SMT will also provide new opportunities of research in this area.
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